“BRIGHT soft Beams of LIGHT...Our only Hope is to trust WHOLLY to the CORD.”

"to CONDEMN the WRONG!" IS 293.

This is a Tale of INTRIGUE-DECEPTION=DOUBLE-CROSSING=as in the World = so in the Church. These are people. As they get Worse and Worse as the End draws near. "Deceiving and being deceived!" 2 Tim. 3:13.

One who is inherently HONEST will soon detect DISHONESTY as displayed before all the World by WILSON at GLACIER VIEW. As CROOKED as the left Hind-leg of a RATTLE-SNAKE.

The whole CHARADE was PROGRAMMED to get RID = of EGW. As FROM-WILSON did in their JOINT BOOK="MOVEMENT OF DESTINY."


THE OLD SONG AND DANCE:

Do not find "FAULT!"=do not "CRITICIZE!=has so BRAIN-WASHED this people that they also do not FIND FAULT with the "ONE-WORLDER ILLUMINATI"=as they Sit on the Boards of NCC=WCC=they played FOOTSEY so long with the "NEO-EVANGELICALS" that they are UNITED with the WORLD = in combating "RACISM"=but not the ZIONIST WORLD=CONQUEST TYPE. As they VOTED in 1969=they are now "IN COMMON!" To be technically correct=they are the HEAD and not the TAIL. In this "OMEGA!" Hour. "So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will lead to the IMAGE of the BEAST." GC 444. Those who do not see it are "BLIND!" Knowing NOTHING! "DO=NOTHING!" = "KNOW=NOTHING!" RH A1:192,202,353. T6: 425. SM 2:181.

BIG BLACK BLUES SINGER:

"I have PLENTY of NOTHING = and NOTHINGS PLENTY for me!"

RICHARDS:

"Faith ONLY = plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING!" LEF=MD 619.

EGW:

"Such ones are WRONG; FAITH must UNITE with their WORKS... faith "ALONE!" will save them, are trusting to a ROPE=OF= SAND!" SOP 3:331. GC 471-2. EW 60-1. DA 309. (And 500 MORE!) "NO EFFORT!"=they are over with the DEVIL! GC 471. -l-
Dear Brother Hoehn & Associates:

I appreciate your sincerity and dedication; however, I would like you to prayerfully consider this quotation: "There has ever been a class professing godliness, who, instead of following on to know the truth, make it their religion to seek some fault of character or error of faith in those with whom they do not agree. Such are Satan's right-hand helpers. Accusers of the brethren are not few...They will put a false coloring upon the words and acts of those who LOVE and OBEY the TRUTH." GC 519. 1884 GC 342.

No, you were not Honest enough to quote as much as I did you stopped at the ***. Then you add:

I sincerely believe that in no way do you desire to unite with the Enemy in accusing your brethren, is this not correct?

I am sharing this with you not because I am faultless; rather, I have been foremost in this sad work. But God has convicted my heart with the error of my way and I desire to share with you the joy and peace that has been mine since release from the demon of CRITICISM. May God give you discernment is my prayer. Thank you for DISCONTINUING sending me your material. I love you, brethren... Your Sister-in-Christ...BRIDGETTE.

Dear Sr. Bridgette:

This is your full letter, I just added those 3 lines from GC 519 to give the Setting. This is somewhat the same as Elder STERLEY from TRANSVAAL. Hit you with a 10 pound Hammer and then say: "Tra-la? I love you!" "But play in your own Yard!"

HYPOCRISY

I do not believe anyone has ever replied to that HYPOCRISY. It is Time we did, and not let them get away with it. We will take it Step by Step. They speak about:

CONDEMN:

It is Time ADVENTISTS learned the MEANING of "CONDEMN-ING"= ELLEN WHITE called it:"REBUKE"="REPROOF"="WARNING"="EXHORTATION"="TEACHING"="SHOW MY PEOPLE ALL THEIR ABOMINATIONS!"

THE PREACHER:
calls this:"ACCUSATIONS"="CONDEMNATIONS"="FINDING FAULT"="CRITICIZING"=

-2-
"Let God be True = but every man a LIAR!" Romans 3:4.
"...and all LIARS, shall have their part in the Lake which burneth with FIRE and BRIMSTONE: which is the SECOND DEATH." Rev. 21:8.

IN THE MEANING OF WORDS:
we do not have to accept the TRUSTEES that:"CANNOT=BE-TRUSTED!" TM 361,356,146,386,376,106...for their perverted definition of ANYTHING! "...ye have eaten the fruit of LIES: because thou didst TRUST in thy way, in the multitude of thy mighty men. THEREFORE shall a tumult arise among thy people, and all thy fortresses shall be spoiled... In a morning shall the King of Israel utterly be cut off." Hosea 10:13-15...He shall be BURIED with the BURIAL of an Ass..." Jer.22:13-19." PK 280,430.

NO PREACHER WILL TELL YOU:
"There were 2 other FALSE PROPHETS, AHAB and ZEDEKIAH, who prophesied LIES in the name of the Lord. (JEREMIAH) ...had CONDEMNED...these FALSE PROPHETS." T4:173.
"Those who seek to cloak SIN and make it appear less aggravating to the mind of the offender are doing the work of the FALSE PROPHETS and may expect the retributive WRATH of God to follow such a course...The FALSE PROPHETS CONDEMNED JEREMIAH for afflict the people with his severe DENUNCIATIONS; and he sought to REASSURE them." T4:185

IS THIS CLEAR?

(A) JEREMIAH CONDEMNED the FALSE PROPHETS.
(B) THE FALSE PROPHETS CONDEMNED JEREMIAH. Therefore there is NOTHING WRONG = and EVERYTHING RIGHT = with CONDEMNING.
(C) "The FRIEND of God." Such men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMS." T4:615.
(D) Since this is an ESTABLISHED FACT = and since it is
(E) also an ESTABLISHED FACT that GOD left 200 "CONDEMN" statements OUT of that $100,000,00 INDEX =
(F) Since you make an Appeal to us = did no one tell you that you will NOT be SEALED = unless you "CONDEMN!" Unless you show them "ALL" their "ABOMINATIONS!" "Mark this point with CARE!" T3:267; Ezekiel 9:...3:...32:...
(G) That the LYING PREACHERS are going to get it = 10 Times WORSE than their people! EW 282; GC 656.

IN IT'S STRICTEST SENSE:
The word:'CONDEMN'=means to "DOOM!" WARNING=REPROVING=REBUKING=eVEN CRITICIZING = is NOT: "CONDEMN!!"' Not if he has a CHANCE to REPENT and be CONVERTED. THAT IS NOT: "DOOMING!" But when you "CONDEMN" with no HOPE of REPRIEVE= as the CHURCH=LEADERS "CONDEMNED!" Christ = condemned Him to DEATH! that is the REAL meaning of the Word:'CONDEMN!"
The PHARISEES in the Days of Christ set forth a LAW to Israel. This was a LAW of the FUTURE. This LAW called for an all-out ASSAULT = to win the MAJORITY of the CHURCH and the WORLD/ To set up a ONE-WORLD KINGDOM. A UNION of CHURCH and STATE. They used the "CHURCH" and they used the "STATE" to this End. By Hook or by Crook. The JEWS have that Idea to this Day. To ATOMIZE another 800,000,000 if need be. A KINGDOM by FORCE!

KILLING MAD=
When the CHRIST that they had not Pictured=and did not WANT = came with a Message of "PEACE! to all men!"= they became KILLING MAD! They did not want to hear that they were ENSLAVED to ROME because of their SINS. And to try to throw off the Yoke would only mean WORSE ENSLAVEMENT. "He that LIVES by the SWORD.= will DIE by the SWORD!"

THEREFORE
your REBELLIOUS PLOTTING will RECOIL upon yourself. You will gain = NOTHING! and lose EVERYTHING! Now with the above information firmly in hand = now read A = B = C =

(A)The Adventist Leaders have the SAME MIND. In spite of BRINSMEAD COUNTERING that "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION" she said the WARNINGS given to ISRAEL via ISAIAH=EZEKIEL=JEREMIAH=JOHN=also apply to THIS PEOPLE. T5:753. RH A5:542. T1:270: BC 4:1159.

SHAME!
"DAILY the CHURCH is becoming CONVERTED to the WORLD... the ISRAELITES...began to depart from God...Is not the CHURCH of Today doing the SAME THING?...Are they LESS GUILTY than was the JEWISH CHURCH?" T8:119. SM 2:111. T5:456, 455, 728. SG 4:68, 75. Ed. 50, 75. RH A3:581. A:265.

(B)They were LED ASTRAY by their LEADERS.

If this is a FACT = a PROPHETIC FACT = a BIBLE-FACT = Is that "CONDEMNING?? Or is it in actual FACT = "CONDEMNING" this people to NOT tell them? To care NOTHING about them? To let them go to HELL? The BIBLE says to TELL them even if they KILL you for it. To get their "BLOOD" off your HEAD. Ezekiel 3 and 33

CAREFUL READING of T5:211-2 shows this people REMAIN in their MIDNIGHT DARKNESS in the MIDNIGHT HOUR = as they EXTOL SELF = and THAT is their LAST SERMON! "These DUMB DOGS...all perish TOGETHER!" T5:211. And the NEXT PAGE tells us WHY. (See WEBSTER="RINGLEADERS"=)in "APOSTASY!" T5:212. And just HOW they will carry out this "OMEGA OF APPOSTASY" = is given in SM 1:204-5. TM 284. DA 294.T5:214.) Are we to LIE and say it is not so? -4-
LYING

Does your Religion require LYING to DENY the TRUTHS of the Third Angel's Message? You call these APOSTATE CHURCH-LEADERS by the Name of "BRETHREN"?

(C) There are "STEPS" to Christ and There are "STEPS" to Perdition = The "STEPS" to Perdition are:

(1) "It is Satan's plan to weaken the Faith of God's people in the TESTIMONIES. Next follows SKEPTICISM in regard

(2) "to the VITAL POINTS of our Faith, the PILLARS...

(3) "then DOUBT as to the HOLY SCRIPTURES...

WILSON IS...INFAILIBLE...but: "In our study and presentation, we also must REJECT the IDEA of BIBLICAL INERRANCY and VERBAL INSPIRATION..." WILSON. R&H Dec. 17, 1981, p. 5.

(4) "then DOUBT as to the HOLY SCRIPTURES, and then

(5) "the DOWNWARD MARCH to PERDITION. When the TESTIMONIES, which were ONCE BELIEVED, are DOUBTED and GIVEN UP,

(6) "SATAN KNOWS the deceived ones will NOT STOP AT THIS;

(7) "and he REDoubles his efforts till he

(8) "launches them into OPEN REBELLION,

(9) "which becomes INCURABLE;

(9) "and ENDS in DESTRUCTION." T4:211. PUR 112.

These are your "BRETHREN" that "LOVE" and "OBEY" the TRUTH? And you ask us to "PRAYERFULLY CONSIDER" GC 519 = ?

Why not let's just do that = ?

(1) This is NOT the ORIGINAL BOOK. This is an EMASculated (GELDED) BOOK. It is not WHOLE. It has 4 PAGES MISSING right there. On this Subject. There are 2 Ways by which to BELIEVE this. THE DIRECT WAY is to go by your OWN INTELLIGENCE and COMPARE your GC 518 to 519.

That takes you from the "SNARES OF SATAN" 518 to your Reference 519. But what is MISSING HERE = are 4 pages that you will find in 1884 66:337 = where you find the SAME TITLE = but you do not go 2 pages to find YOUR REFERENCE =

But you go from p. 337 to 342 = you go 6 pages BEFORE you find YOUR REFERENCE! What happened to the 4 MISSING PAGES? Now, if you cannot TRUST your own Eyes that there are 4 MISSING PAGES THERE = and you certainly cannot be expected to believe any of us =

Then will you believe your CHURCH-LEADERS?

HERE IT IS:

ARTHUR L. WHITE. "ELLEN G. WHITE=MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT" Printed by R&H Press. (So the whole thing is as OFFICIAL as OFFICIAL can be!) Will you "BELIEVE" this? It is also SANCTIONED by "THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES" of the WHITE ESTATE. Will you "BELIEVE" them? -- 5 --
OR WILL YOU START = "CONDEMNING!" = their "FAULT-FINDING?!"
They CONDEMNED ELLEN WHITE = found FAULT with her TESTIMONIES = found they contained such REVOLTING "IMPERFECTIONS" that necessitated their "CORRECTIONS" = so they appointed a BOARD = headed by URIAH SMITH and WILLIE WHITE, "RESOLVED... such VERBAL CHANGES be made to REMOVE the above-named "IMPERFECTIONS" as far as possible... a COMMITTEE of 5 to take CHARGE..." EGW = MR 65,80. VOP = TC 62. WOODS in R&H. July 16,1975. p.11(847)=GC SESSION.

IN SPITE

of this DOCUMENTED EVIDENCE = your LYING PREACHERS = your "BRETHREN" who ALLEGEDLY are NOT: "SATAN'S RIGHT-HAND HELPERS!!" GC 519. But are strangely those who: "LOVE and OBEY the TRUTH!" GC 519. (The Part you REFUSED to QUOTE! Like the UNCLEAN BIRDS of the APOCALYPSE you, too = would PICK and CHOOSE what is good for us to know.)

NOT ONLY do you JUDGE that what they do is ALL RIGHT, and what we do is ALL WRONG = but after they DISSECTED the Book = you would FURTHER REDUCE it's TRUTHS = by ADDING to their DISSECTING = you would FURTHER "FIND FAULT" with the THOUGHT of the SOP = by ASKING US to only "PRAYERFULLY CONSIDER" a Leg and an Arm of the TESTIMONY. But let us "PRAYERFULLY CONSIDER" the FULL BODY AS = WE FIND IT = INTACT = AND = WHOLE = in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337 to your Quote = 342. Let us agree, first of all = that there are 2 "CONDEMNATIONS" here:

(1) There has ever been a "CLASS!" in fact the MAJORITY of Mankind. Who snipe at those who are:

(2) FOLLOWING on to "KNOW" the Truth = who go PAST the RABBLE who are SATISFIED to go by the HIGH-PRIEST who continually spout off their HATE-SERMONS and "CONDEMN" all who do not quickly BOW at their PRE-DESTINED HOLY FEET = as they set themselves up before the World = as the PHARISEES DID.

And she called them TRUSTEES that: "CANNOT = BE TRUSTED!!" TM 361,106. FCE 529-30. THEY "CONDEMNED" what SHE WROTE! SHE "CONDEMNED" what THEY WROTE! You proffer the Agents of Satan that CHANGED the Books! We PROFFER the ORIGINAL BOOKS BEFORE they were CHANGED by the CHANGERS in the Temple. And when we started RE-PRINTING THE ORIGINALS = they cost us THOUSANDS of $'s = but being UNABLE to STOP the STEAM-ROLLER = and because MANY MINISTERS WANTED THE ORIGINALS = to save Face they re-printed some, and RIGHTLY SCHEMED and CALCULATED that the UNTHINKING RABBLE of SDA = would then say: "SEE! our Leaders give us EVERYTHING!!" We = are RICH = and increased = in GOODS = and in NEED (?) of NOTHING! Not even in need of the REST of that Chapter on "THE SNARES OF SATAN!!"
"EAT YE ALL OF IT!!"

The Ministers go thru the Round of Ceremonies—not knowing what it is all about—what does "EAT=YE=ALL=OF=IT!!" mean? To MASSACRE the HOLY WRITINGS=Butcher them=put them on the R&H Chopping Block=cut off the RIGHT ARM=send it to the Dump=and then find the same with the BIBLE=we will let WILSON or some other JESUIT or TALMUDIST tell us what is INSPIRED and what is NOT! So they CUT OFF the PART we need—not know. She was so DUMB—we needed our men with:

"SOUND JUDGMENT should be shown in SELECTING that which was BEST SUITED to the needs of those who would read the Book. THEREFORE, when the new AMERICAN EDITION of "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY", ENLARGED and PREPARED while SHE=WAS=GONE!=IN=EUROPE, was brought out in 1888, intended for GENERAL CIRCULATION,(the ORIGINAL was NOT for "GENERAL CIRCULATION?? What PROFESSIONAL LIARS!)

"...intended for GENERAL CIRCULATION, there was LEFT OUT several pages...

"SEVERAL PAGES?!"=this PROFESSIONAL LIAR himself put into SEMINARY COURSE S-270(1959) and T-570(1963)="...the NEW EDITION of "GREAT CONTROVERSY"...in 1888, there were LEFT OUT about -20 pages of matter-4 or 5 in a place—which was very instructive to the Adventists of America, but which was NOT APPROPRIATE for readers in other parts of the World." S-270:195. T-570:127.

QUESTION: if it was "VERY APPROPRIATE!" and "VERY INSTRUCTIVE!" for "THE ADVENTISTS OF AMERICA!" Why was it LIFTED OUT for "ADVENTISTS OF AMERICA?!" Were they not supposed to know how "SATAN!" would "ENSNARE" them by their LEADERS "SNARING" them to drop one Standard after the other until they would KEEP SUNDAY? That this is:"...a CLASS PROFESSING GODLINESS who, INSTEAD of following on to KNOW the TRUTH, make it their (LAODICEAN CRABBY FAULT-FINDING) RELIGION to SEEK some FAULT of CHARACTER or ERROR of FAITH in those with whom they do not agree. Such are Satan's right-hand HELPERS." 1884 GC 342. (519).

These CRABBY FAULT-FINDING FROM-TRAINED PREACHERS in the LUKEWARM PULPITS=instead of STICKING to the QUESTION RAISED = will SWITCH over to PERSONALITIES.

IT IS WILSON'S PLAN

"It is Satan's PLAN to bring INTO=THE=CHURCH insincere, unregenerate (FORD) elements that will encourage DOUBT and UNBELIEF, and hinder all who desire to see the WORK of God advance, and to advance with it. Many who have NO REAL "FAITH" in God or in His WORD, assent to SOME principles of Truth, and PASS as "CHRISTIANS", and thus they are enabled to introduce THEIR ERRORS...the SERVANTS of God have CONTENTED against FALSE TEACHERS." 1884 GC 342. -7-
DEAR BRIDGETTE:

These "SEMINARY COURSE" pages can be obtained from WHITE ESTATE as separate Sheets. Ask for: "GREAT CONTROVERSY" = "NEW EDITION" = (W.C.WHITEx) = 6 pages. This was p.5. Where they ADMIT = 20 pages - 4 or 5 in a place. LIFTED OUT! sent to the Dump. You do not like this Language? I like this Language.

WILLIE WHITE received so much FLAK for LEAVING OUT in this very area of 'THE SNARES OF SATAN' that he became FRANTIC to 'EXPLAIN' it. You see where he said 4 or 5 pages in one place LEFT OUT. S-270:195.

WILLIE WHITE in his NEXT epistle = but which ARTHUR WHITE TWISTED AROUND to further CONFUSE the issue as he did all the Time= if you WATCH the DATES:

S-270:192 written by WEE WILLIE = Oct. 30, 1911. EXPLANATION.
S-270:197 written by WEE WILLIE = July 25, 1911 = WHY were they not put in ORDER?

ARTHUR WHITE did this = again and again and again. Taking things that had NOTHING = TO = DO with an Issue = and BRAZENLY slipping that in as applying to the Question. And just WHO was WIDE AWAKE enough to DISCOVER this bit of SKULDUGGERY? Certainly NOT one of the "HIRELING PRIESTS!" And then as SPIES DO in WARTIME = yell: "TREASON!" = at any who DISCOVER their own JUDAS TREACHERY;

and even have the FAITHFUL ONES thrown into PRISON!

ARTHUR WHITE waved the LEGAL STICK so long = they finally ended up with MORE COURT CASES than they know how to handle. "As ye DO unto OTHERS = SO shall it be done to you AGAIN!" "FULL MEASURE = PRESSED DOWN= and running over." "GOOD for GOOD = and EVIL for EVIL." "He that LIVES by the SWORD shall DIE by the SWORD."

THE JEWS did not Listen to that in the Days of Christ = those who "SAY they are JEWS = but who LIE and ARE NOT!"

will find the SAME as the MODERN JEWS will find:

TOTAL ANNIHILATION. RH: A3: 336; 8; 343; 4; 632; 3: A4: 156; DA 628; 9; 387; 635; 739. It will not take long we will find those who BELIEVE the SOP = or those who believe their FORNICATING CHURCH-LEADERS. (TM 426 to 446-7.) EXPERTS at covering their own Tracks. Like a FOX.

WILLIE WHITE said 4 or 5 pages. S-270:195.

WILLIE WHITE said 3 pages or more. S-270:199:

It was EXACTLY 4 pages. 1884 GC 337-342. On "THE SNARES OF SATAN." It is said she had this Vision, as she was shown a HIDDEN VALLEY where Satan has his Headquarters from which she heard the most beautiful MUSIC (he was the Leader of the Heavenly Choir.) and there she heard the Minutes of this Meeting = of the "SNARES" of Satan. How he and his Demons would "SNARE" the Adventists. -8-
YOUR RECKLESS SLOVENLY LEADERS:
COLDLY=CALCULATINGLY=STUBBORNLY=IMPULSIVELY=DEFIANTLY=
when ELLEN WHITE CLEARLY WARNED how the DEVIL would in-
fluence the ADVENTIST CHURCH LEADERS to depart from the
Faith=fall into the "SNARES" of Satan=clearly set forth
just HOW they would do this = Step by Step =
Instead of "PRAYERFULLY" thanking God every Day of your
Life that this WARNING was SOUNDED in these pages that
they threw OUT in RAGE! and sent to the GARBAGE DUMP!
you agree they should have sent them to the Dump?
And you dare talk of the "HOLY SPIRIT" gave you PEACE=
as you slump over=let them GET=AWAY=WITH=IT! What are
these "SNARES??"

p.337. The LAST work for man's SALVATION is the MINISTRA-
TION in the Most Holy "PLACE!" of the Heavenly Sanctu-
ary. You agree that the WILSON GANG should have RAILROAD-
ED that out in 1980? and the CHURCH should UNITE with
the WORLD by passing that 1969 AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLU-
TION to teach "IN COMMON!" with the other Churches as she
PREDICTED in GC. 445. That this would lead to the "IMAGE"
of the Beast! You want to BRISTLE and DEFEND them?

p.338. The PREDICTION this page=they would follow "CUS-
TOM" and TRADITION and keep SUNDAY on EASTER. That your
"POPULAR MINISTERS" (NICHOLS May 22, 1958=R&H EDITOR'S
MAIL and WIND-BAG=EASTER=KEEPING LICENSE=A MILE-STONE
of a MILL-STONE around the Adventist Neck! Because once
they PASS a "POLICY!"=that can NEVER be REVERSED!)
They can NEVER admit that any Seventh-day Adventist EVER
made a MISTAKE=NEVER! NICHOLS THREATENED us with LAW for
PHOTO-COPYING his SUNDAY=KEEPING EASTER/LICENSE, along
with a PORK-EATING LICENSE=along with WITCH-DOCTOR POISON
HERB or DRUG LICENSE=but, sad to say=the Angel of the
Lord CUT-HIM-DOWN! on a VERY=GOOD=FRIDAY. May there be
many more Happy Returns.

p.338. THIS was the PREDICTION in the "SNARES OF SATAN" chapter of 1884 GC.338: "...lay aside REASON and FEAR of
God, and follow CUSTOM and TRADITION... (by) POPULAR MINI-
STERS...SILENCE this Sect of SABBATH-keepers." Until final-
ly they would be: "DRIVEN OUT!" and end up with the DEATH-
DECREE. All engineered by Adventist Leaders.

p.339. Keep the MONEY in our "SATAN'S" ranks. As they
further tone down the Third Angel's Message.

p.340. Make a play for the GREAT men the MIGHTY men of
CHURCH and STATE. Have WILSON send "GREETINGS" to the
WAR-MONGERS and EAGERLY receive "GREETINGS" back. These
are the 4 pages NOT FIT for Adventists to know. So they
AMPUTATED them. THEN = for those who are WIDE AWAKE=the
CONTRAST between THEM and: "THE LORD'S SERVANTS!"341.
HOLY SPIRIT

Since you want to talk about "HOLY SPIRIT"=a good place to go to 'Sleep and be 'AT PEACE!"=would be in the MID-NIGHT DARKNESS in that Church=where the "DUMB DOGS"=see the Wolf-Pack closing in=but they do not."BARK!"=so the "PEACE!" is not disturbed. And then call this the "WORK of the "HOLY SPIRIT!!" Here is EGW:

1884 GC 341. "SATAN SEES the Lord's Servants burdened BECAUSE of the spiritual DARKNESS... (The Lord) hears their earnest prayers for DIVINE GRACE and POWER to BREAK=THE=SPELL of INDIFFERENCE, CARELESSNESS, and INDOLENCE." THEN the Picture of SATAN trying his unholy best to DISTRACT them by APPETITE=PASSION=DUGS=or whatever else would:"BENUMB THEIR SENSIBILITIES, so that they FAIL to HEAR the very things which they MOST=NEED=TO=LEARN!" 1884 GC 341. Your GC 519.

NOW=TO=FINISH=THE=JOB= of 'Beating DOWN the "LORD'S SERVANTS!"=then we come to your Reference: (Shown on p. 2 of this Paper. How the Devil will FINISH THE JOB the LUKE-WARM LAODICEANS started! Here is his KNOCK-OUT PUNCH!

His DEATH=BLOW!)

GC 519. TWIST everything AROUND! SATAN'S "CLASS=professing "GODLINESS")= (The CLASS the ORIGINAL BOOK was talking about for 5 full pages already!)= "INSTEAD of following on to KNOW the TRUTH, make it "THEIR RELIGION" to seek some FAULT of CHARACTER or ERROR of FAITH"=REAL or IMAGINED=that the Lord forgave YEARS AGO=but these LAODICEANS will NEVER FORGIVE! "Such are Satan's right-hand HELPERS!" GC 519. 1884 GC 342.

THESE SATAN=LED=ADVENTIST CHURCH=LEADERS= that we have been shown for 5 full pages = how the Devil will lead them on Step by Step = these:"ACCUSERS=OF=THE=BRETHREN are not FEW!" And they really go to work when SOME become INTERESTED to know why the Church is such a LOW State: "...when God is at work, and HIS=SERVANTS are rending Him TRUE HOMAGE!" Who would DARE to stand up and DEFY God to His Face = to not know WHO this is talking TO = these: "FOOLS and BLIND!" Matt. 23:17. Luke 11:40. 24:25. These LAODICEAN=LEADERS=PROFESSIONAL=SEMINARY=FROM GRADUATES: "They closely resemble SATAN, the ENVENOMED SLANDERER, the ACCUSER of the Brethren!" GC 520.

1884 GC 342.

NOW=SEE:

what the "ENVENOMED SLANDERERS=REFUSED to PRINT in your EMASculated BOOK: (or MIXED IT UP from here on by those who undertook to "IMPROVE" it. In this Case it is MIXED UP.)="It is Satan's plan to bring INTO=THE=CHURCH(1,000 a Day)! "=INSINCERE=UNREGENERATED ELEMENTS!" 1884 GC 342. GC 520.
THE SNARES OF SATAN

go on to describe those the Devil has led to think we should all "UNITE!" no matter what we believe, just IMAGINE all is WELL, and preach: "PEACE and SAFETY!"

"The position that it is of NO CONSEQUENCE what men believe, is one of Satan's MOST SUCCESSFUL DECEPTIONS. He knows that the TRUTH... SANCTIFIES the soul... THEREFORE he is constantly seeking to SUBSTITUTE false theories, fables, another Gospel." 1884 GC 343.

NOW=WE=REALLY=CAME=TO=IT!
The SHALLOW MINISTRY preaching to their SHALLOW FOLLOWERS= satisfy them to FIND=NO=FAULT= IGNORE and OVERLOOK EVERYTHING. Let BABYLON come into the Church = "They see SATAN is DECEIVING...
they take it all QUIETLY... They apprehend NO SPECIAL DANGER; they see NO CAUSE to raise an ALARM...
REPROOFS and WARNINGS disturb the quiet of these SLEEPY, EASE-LOVING SENTINELS; and THEY are not pleased..."It is TOO SEVERE, too HARSH..." ...Why don't they prophecy SMOOTH THINGS, and cry: PEACE, PEACE?... And SATAN EXALTS... He has deceived them, BENUMBED their SENSITIVITIES, and planted his Banner RIGHT=IN=THEIR=MIDST, and they are so completely deceived that they KNOW=NOT=THAT=IT=IS=HE." T2:440.

"FROM THE BEGINNING
the Servants of God have CONTENTED against FALSE TEACHERS...
FALSEHOODS that are FATAL to the soul: ELIJAH, JEREMIAH, PAUL, firmly and fearlessly OPPOSED...THAT LIBERALITY!
With the CUNNING of the SERPENT, they ENTRENCH THEMSELVES behind DISCONNECTED UTTERANCES construed to suit their CARNAL DESIRES...and then they present THEIR VAGARIES as the Teachings of God's Word." 1884 GC 343-4.
Should we go on? Is it plain now how the "DO=NOT=FIND=FAULT"=FROMS have HORNED WOBBLED their way among this people and CRY:"PEACE, PEACE!" when the Lord has not spoken "PEACE!" but has called them "DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2.
Now read on and come to:"...that they ALL might be DAMNED who believed NOT the TRUTH..." 1884 GC 346-7.

JUST BECAUSE
some OLD APOSTATE has given them PART of a TESTIMONY and they are SPELL-BOUND for the rest of their MISERABLE LIFE; that they THINK they UNDERSTAND=but we understand one thing: "The WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY: and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND!" Dan.12:10. "If any man will DO HIS WILL=he shall KNOW of the Doctrine." John 7:17.T4:335.
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"HE WILL SURELY NOT BE MISSED=
IF HIS NAME IS OFF THE LIST!"

"HE SHOWS HIS WEAKNESS=
BY HIS STUBBORNNESS!"

"THE SDA CHURCH LIKE A BROTHEL HOUSE=
LIKE A RED-LIGHT DISTRICT BAWDY-HOUSE=
TAKES THEM ALL IN..."

"BUT GOD'S MESSAGE IS REVELATIONS 18 =
WHICH THEY REJECTED IN: 1888 =
AND WHEN IT COMES AGAIN =
WILL BE REJECTED AGAIN =
THEY WILL NOT EVEN KNOW WHAT IT IS = T.M 300, 507.
THEY WILL NOT RECOGNIZE IT =
TO THEM IT IS SOMETHING "DANGEROUS!"

BECAUSE IT IS A REBUKE FOR BRINGING IN: 1,000 A DAY =
OF UNHOLY RIFF-RAFF THAT IN A FEW DAYS OF EMOTIONALISM =
AND ARM-TWISTING = HAVE NO IDEA OF WHAT IS =
THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = BECAUSE THEY ARE =
OUT OF TOUCH WITH REALITY = BECAUSE THE LEADERSHIP =
ARE THE BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND!"

"INSTEAD OF THEIR GOOFING OFF = "MY PEOPLE WILL NOT BE =
The LORD'S MESSAGE IS = SEEN IN THAT PLACE =
"COME OUT OF HER = MY PEOPLE!" BECAUSE THEY PREACH =

"IN THIS HOUR OF LAODICEAN MIDNIGHT DARKNESS =
THERE IS ONLY ONE MESSAGE = "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

COL 4:6.

"GO: YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" Matt. 25:..."}

T hey would = if they could = tear that out of the Bible also! But this is a message = "...that will NOT be SILENCED!" PK 187. They silenced many other messages = but not = THIS = one! In spite of Sterley and Bridgette = "BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD!" PK 187.

They had to reach their grimy Paws in there and CHANGE that page also! See: ORIGINAL RH A6:382 Nov. 20, 1913. If LEFT ALONE the HIEBERT "10 COMMANDMENT ARK THEORY" would NEVER have got off the Ground!

Nobody is BORN with ARROGANCE = they CULTIVATE it along the Way.

"THAT LUMP ON YOUR BODY =
IS A HEAD =
WANT TO USE IT?"
PUBLICAtION #560. "A COMMUNITY LETTER"=Nov. 8,1982:=we dealt with "DO=NOT=CONDEMN"=very thoroughly=but TRADITION = "HOARY WITH AGE."=T6+142. That become almost PART of us =are HARD to "UNLEARN." EW 67.

But since we can do NOTHING against the Truth but FOR the Truth =we invite these LAODICEANS to send in their SECOND-Hand "FAULT-FINDINGS"=of the "BRETHREN!" "SLandering those who are LOYAL TO GOD!" TM 247. "A CORRUPT people has arisen... They DESPISED REPROOF, and WOULD not BE CORRECTED...it will be made PLAIN to what COMPANY they BELONG." SG 2:201.T1:100. TM 163,234-5. T7:219. T5:505,73. COL 419. TM 46. SG 4:15,8.

THESE EMPTY-HEADED ACCUSERS:

nor their EMPTY-HEADED LEADERS.=never think of THIS: "SATAN had SYMPATHIZERS in Heaven."T3:328. "All this UNSANCTIFIED,"SYMPATHY" places the SYMPATHIZERS where they are SHARERS in the GUILT..."T3:359,358. "PEACE and SAFETY is the Cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS!"T5:211. "In the Closing work...the God of Elijah will raise up... the Voice of STERN REBUKE!" PK 187. "The turning away of the SIMPLE shall SLAY them!" Prov.1:32. "BLESSED is the MAN that maketh the Lord his TRUST, and RESPECTETH NOT the PROUD, nor such as turn aside to LIES." Psa.40:4. RH A6:341. (and 100 more!)

(GO BY THE MAJORITY? WITH THE WILSON GANG?) "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING!" RH A3:10. Jan.10,1893: "MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS!" TM 409. 1897."...unless they REPENT and LEAVE=THE=WORK=OF=SATAN...they...will NEVER receive the MARK of God's SEALING APPROVAL. They will FALL in the GENERAL DESTRUCTION...MARK=THIS=POINT=WITH=CARE... SINS...FOSTERED by those in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS!" RH A2: 49. June 8,1886. T3:267 to 270. (See CHANGES!) \______________

SOME, WHO WANT TO BE SAVED:

are going to have to change their Song before it is 'TOO LATE!' When: "...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND!" T3:271. "REPROVE=REBUKE=EXHORT... CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT...and SHOW MY PEOPLE their...SINS."

MORNING TALKS p.39. LEFT OUT OF ORIGINAL 1893 GW 449.

(LEST THEY BE;)="ENSNARED=BY=THE=DEVIL!" 1893 GW.450.(40).

PROBLEM:find the 'BRETHREN!' BEFORE you can "ACCUSE" them! THE FROOM=WILSON CONCLUSION:

PROBLEM (1)= EGW. PREDICTION = "MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS with the TORCH of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands = KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH of SATAN!" TM 409.

PROBLEM (2)=There are some so!LOW-DOWN"= they BELIEVE = both the SOP and the BIBLE! How to take care of them?

PROBLEM (3)= They give vent to their Opinions. That the CHURCH and it's LEADERS=are in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" COL 406, and "ROTTEN!" T8:250. TM 446-7.T5:80. -13-
PROBLEM (4)= SO did LUTHER: EW 223-225.
SO did CHRIST: EW 214,228.
SO did ELIJAH: EW 162.
SO did JOHN: EW 154-5.
SO did ELISHA: EW 248.
SO did ALL=THE=REST!

PROBLEM (5)= THEY ALL had their greatest TROUBLE with
CHURCH-LEADERS, and now again, with their 'HIRELING-
PRIESTS!" EW 15,124.

PROBLEM (6)= THE LORD WILL CHOOSE=those 'NOT TRAINED'
in "LITERARY INSTITUTIONS!" GC 606,456,455,171-5,443.

PROBLEM (7)= A REAL HEADACHE! THE LORD WILL CHOOSE =
men from the 'PLOW!" LLM 108. T7:270.

PROBLEM (8)= the MORE we LOOK the MORE we FIND these are:

PROBLEM (9)= these will in NO WAY = sell out to the LUKE=
WARM CULT. In Fact it is the "PEOPLE OF GOD" who give
the 'STRAIGHT TESTIMONY' to (not FROM!) TO the LAODICEANS!
"SHAKING CHAPTER"=also "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH CHAPTER!"=
T1:179 to 187. Those who REFUSE this OPEN=PUBLIC=REBUKE=
are 'LEFT!" "TO=THE=CONTROL=OF=EVIL=ANGELS!" T1:187,204,
299,214. T5:211-2. EW 44. 1884 GC 336. GC 614. 1884 GC

PROBLEM (10)= They will be 'LEFT!' by the ANGELS of GOD=
because they made: "NO EFFORT!!" T1:181. Because they were:
"INDIFFERENT!" and "CARE LESS!" to the issues involved=
T1:180. WORSHIPPED a PANTHEISTIC GOD who was HERE= THERE=
and EVERYWHERE excepting WHERE=HE=WAS= in the THIRD ANGEL'S
MESSAGE = in the "MOST HOLY PLACE!" EW 55-6,261,254-6.

PROBLEM (11)= if we Pray WITH those who Pray OUT of the
Most Holy 'PLACE!' = we 'AT ONCE!' receive the: "UNHOLY IN-
FLUENCE" and the 'POWER!' of SATAN! EW 56-18. 1846 BROADSIDE.

PROBLEM (12)= THEREFORE: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" COL 406.
URIAH SMITH=WILLIE WHITE=FROOM=WILSON= SOLUTION (1)= Get the URIAH SMITH 'CULT' to REMOVE="THE
PEOPLE OF GOD" a Class SEPARATE from the 'LAODICEANS'=
take that OUT = of the 'SHAKING CHAPTER' EW 269. Just
call them: 'SOME!" That ought to do it! That should help
a great deal! CONFUSE them... SOLUTION (2)= Bear down in EVERY CHURCH with HATE-MONGER-
TING regular BLASTS=and RAILING ACCUSATIONS=against all
'DETRACTORS!" = BRAND them ALL as HOPELESS SINNERS. Treat
them like GARBAGE = like as though they were LEPERS! Make
the others 'QUAIL=WITH=FEAR of the 'PEERS!' and "HIERARCHY!!"
SOLUTION (3) = Set up THEOLOGIANS=SCHOLARS=ADMINISTRATORS=
PEERS and QUEERS=as men "SAVED!" and "DEDICATED!"=as EGW
said they would do="THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY EVERY ONE OF
THEM!" She said this would be "REPEATED!!" Just near the
END. SOP 1:300-306. PP 395-405. "INSTEAD OF REPROVING
THEIR SINS!" PP 398. That should cut them down to Sizel.
SOLUTION (4) = Put the "FEAR OF GOD!" in them by taking away
their MEMBERSHIP. Beat them DOWN OR OUT! That ought to Help.
To put them in their place: The Element of FEAR.
SOLUTION (5) = DUB them as "HERETICS!" ROME worked that
Wonderfully=why not do the same? Give regular HATE-MONGERING
BLASTS at them. NOT=ONE=OF=THEM=IS=ANY=GOOD=ANYWAY!
Not if they Challenge us HOLY INFALLIBLE PHARISEES. EGW
called them:"PHARISEES!" T3:193. RH A1:194, TM 79,294,
Of course -- you wouldn't expect to find that in that
ODOM-FROOM INDEX = ???. That might not be Dealing in the
"POSITIVE!" Yet it might be "POSITIVELY" TRUE.
SOLUTION (6) = Another way to bring them DOWN=FORBID any
MEMBER to ASSOCIATE with them. But TRAIN the SEMINARY
HIRELINGS to give them the EVIL-EYE = the DIRTY-LOOK =
the JAUNDICED HAUGHTY SUPERIOR GLANCE calculated to give
them a good PUT=DOWN. To know their Place. Rather than FACE
that united onslaught = they quietly slip out of Church =
and then BELLOW=AFTER=THEM="They have DEPARTED from the
FAITH!" (These INSENSIBLE LAODICEANS are the:"FAITH!"
And according to BRIDGETTE=they are also the:"BRETHREN!"
Thus they BLACKBALL them. This is potent Medicine.
SOLUTION (7) = INTERPRETATION is the KEY! We should all go
by FROOM = 40 Years of FROOM = 1933 to 1973:
"THIS WE ALL SHOULD KNOW=
BECAUSE FROOM TOLD US SO!"

WILSON tried to FOLLOW FROOM=but he was about as DIPLO-
MATIC as a BULL in a China-Shop. Daniel 8:23. 2 Thess 2:3,4.
SOLUTION (8) = "SPewn OUT!" means "GOING THRU!"=144,000
Strong. "NOT!" to use DRUGS=means to "USE" them. And spend
more MONEY on using them than for anything else. And what is WORSE? Rarely talked about. NEWS REPORTS of MEDICS tak-
ing OUT of people=PERFECTLY "NORMAL" ORGANS. What a human
BUTCHER SHOP! The SOP called its "MURDER!" also a:"DEN
OF THIEVES!"
Magen + Spaulding 82. MM 139, 222, 229. "and
those who do not SEE; nor SENSE the DANGER are already the
DUPES...of SATAN." MM 142. (Or should we call them "BRETHREN?")
SOLUTION (9) = These "DUPES OF SATAN!" have taken CONTROL of
this Church. And wave the Flag of "LAW!"=at any who have
enough LIFE left in them to OBJECT. ANESTHESIA is NECESSARY
for NECESSARY OPERATIONS. But what KIND of ANESTHESIA?
Would FROOM know the DIFFERENCE?  -15-
HOW TO BRING DOWN ALL WHO STAND FOR TRUTH:

SOLUTION (10)= In the Time of "WINDY DOCTRINES"—when FEW have a FIRM GRIP on the TRUTH = when "SUPREME HOMAGE" is paid to: "SCIENCE FALSELY-SO-CALLED"=in the "LAST SOLEMN WORK"=(When the "SOLEMN" Message is Classified as the MIDNIGHT CRY=STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS in the "SHAKING TIME"=) when "FEW GREAT MEN will be engaged. ...HE=CANNOT=USE THEM!" T5:80. It will take a HEAP of TRANQUILIZING SERMONS to WARP this all around. One sure-fire way is to take: "IN THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church!" T5:81. And by MASSIVE BRAIN-WASHING PROPAGANDA WARP this right around to make out that "GOLD"=separated "FROM" the "DROSS" in that Church — leaving ONLY "DROSS!" WARP that clear around to mean that the "DROSS" goes OUT! But what does this mean: "She hath WEARED herself with LIES, and her great SCUM went not forth OUT of her, her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!" Eze.24:12. "Son of man, the House of Israel is to me become DROSS...Because ye ALL become DROSS... into the midst of the FURNACE!" Eze. 22:18-20.

STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE 1983 LAODICEANS:

"GATHER yourselves together, yea, GATHER together(1,000 a Day!) O (denomi)NATION not desired; BEFORE the...fierce ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU...." FOOTNOTES T1:180. (YES! The SOLUTION to THAT will require a BIGGER WHITE-WASH BRUSH than HUDSON can WIELD! But then, he is an EXPERT at WHITE-WASH BRUSHES=him and ROGERS=One like the other. With their Bed-Time Stories.)

SOLUTION (11)= They have WARPED about EVERYTHING that can be WARPED. To fit their CRABBY-but COZY THEORIES: THE SUPREME TWISTING of all: Time=good for 87 more PREGNANCIES=if an Adventist Boy gets an Adventist Girl in the Corner of the College of "ALL SAINTS"=the "YOUTH'S DESTRUCTOR" MAGAZINE had the Solution under POPE: FIGHUR= wish a "DISEASE OF THE EYES"=on the one who SAW what he SAW! (I Wonder if that will cure "HERPES"?)

SOLUTION (12)= do not do as PHINEHAS did=for which God elevated him to HIGH-PRIEST-Forever! but no. Do as the NCC MINISTRY said to do=put them on the NAKED RUMP and say: "How's your COURAGE, BROTHER!" (See PP 455 to 461.) UNBELIEVABLE? There was a NAKED RUMP WOMAN that they FEATURED in the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE=that to SPEAK of SHORT=SHORTS = is more EVIL than to WEAR THEM! This is what a FALLEN MINISTRY will FEATURE! ELIJAH is BADLY NEEDED to look after 850 of them. The Lord has a little Present for them in EW 282. GC 656. Then they will forget all about "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" And forget all about: "LOVE UNLIMITED!" -16-
WHAT WE HAVE NOT HIGH-LIGHTED AS WE SHOULD = AND NEITHER HAS ANYONE ELSE == THE AWFUL TRUTH:

we are dependent Creatures. We are Subject to Higher Powers. We CHOOSE to Plug in to the POWER OF GOD or into 220 Volts of SATANISM. We are not alone.

THEREFORE

Read with TERROR=FEAR=SHAME=ALARM=on GUARD=that not only are we dependent on the "HOLY SPIRIT" but we are also dependent on the "HOLY ANGELS."

THE SHAKING CHAPTER

This is the MAIN lesson to be learned in the "SHAKING" chapter. Tl:179 to 187. EW 269 = (too much MISSING.)

A=B=C

(A) This Picture is of the ANGELS whirling around=OUTSIDE of us=TRYING to INFLUENCE us. HOLY ANGELS=WICKED ANGELS. (B) WHICH will WIN? It is OUR CHOICE. OUR ATTITUDE to the TRUTHS brought forth at this SEALING TIME. We can CHOOSE. But MARK these Words = "at FIRST!"

(C) BECAUSE if we make the WRONG CHOICE at this Time = if we go by the AWAKENING and make:"NO EFFORT!" or go by those who are "INDIFFERENT" and COULDN'T=CARE=LESS! as to the Issues we face=there IS=NO=SECOND=CHANCE! ONCE GOD ORDERS::: "If any will not be PURIFIED through OBEYING the TRUTH, and OVERCOME their SELFISHNESS, their PRIDE, and EVIL PASSIONS, the ANGELS=OF=GOD have the charge: "They are JOINED to their IDOLS, let them alone!" and they PASS ON to their work, LEAVING these with their SINFUL TRAITS UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS."


YOU CAN UNDERSTAND.

You need no. HOLY PRIEST to explain this to you. This is a CLOSE of PROBATION! There is NO HOPE beyond this Point. And then something happens that NO WRITER has ever explained.

Tl:179. We start off with:"THE PEOPLE OF GOD."

Tl:179. Then we consider "SOME" of THEM, who are "AGONIZING."

Tl:180. This is an UNKNOWN QUANTITY=WHO ARE these:"PEOPLE OF GOD?" Never mind that just now. Just be SURE you do not Run ahead of the Text. Do not speak of "LAODICEANS" if the Lord does not speak of them.

Tl:180. Then we find a second "SOME"=of:"THE PEOPLE OF GOD." Just stick with:"The people of God. " SOME of them COULDN'T=CARE=LESS! They are,"CARELESS", and "INDIFFERENT" to the issues now extent. And because of that:"They were NOT RESISTING the DARKNESS around them, and it shut them in like a THICK CLOUD....

-17-
"THE ANGELS LEFT THESE... LEFT THOSE who made NO EFFORT to HELP THEMSELVES..." TI:180-1.

Did they fall for the BABYLONISH DOCTRINE that "CHRIST" does it "ALL"=NOTHING for them to do=do=do? JONES fell for that. SM 1:377. "NO CONDITIONS." TI:180-1. You know the Story. They are LOST for all ETERNITY = that is this SECOND "SOME"=because they went by the "NO EFFORT"=AWAKENING and were CARELESS, INDIFFERENT, began to Spout off about "DO=NOT=FIN=FAULT!" with some alleged:"BRETHREN!" SLOVENLY "NEUTRALS" are not 'BRETHREN!' The ANGELS leave them. TI:181. Now the Tables are turned. Bottom of this page shows the "PEOPLE OF GOD"=now called by a NEW NAME now that the CARELESS NEUTRALS among them, who experienced NO ALARM = cried: 'DO=NOT=FIN=FAULT!'=because the "CONGREGATION" is HOLY=EVERY ONE OF THEM!" Now that the SEALING in their midst had gone ONE way or the OTHER=the TABLES=ARE=TURNT! Now the: "PEOPLE OF GOD"=whose NUMBERS are REDUCED to a: "COMPANY"=their ANGEL GUARD "Doubled!"

TI:182. Their "AGONIZING"=STOPPED! Now "OTHERS" come into their Ranks = in the "LOUD CRY!!!"

TI:183. Now those who were coasting along=not a WORRY in the World = now it is their turn to WORRY! Now they go from Sea to Sea seeking the Lord = do they find Him?

TI:184. This takes us to the "VOICE OF GOD"=ARMAGEDDON HOUR. In which the TRUE SEALED "COMPANY"=have been PROTECTED by the "DOUBLE GUARD" of HOLY ANGELS right through 7 Last Plagues. And this is the END of a BEAUTIFUL STORY in living Color.

TI:185. Now we go on and REVIEW what HAPPENED to the LAODICEANS who "ROSE UP" in FURY and ANGER in the SEALING TIME. A REVIEW well worth READING and MARKING = INCH by INCH.


FROOM'S ATTEMPT = to WIN the MULTITUDES = in "KEY '73"= WILSON'S REPEATING the Performance = 'GATHERING"=' '83"= is all for NOTHING! Because as they BOAST=BLOW=BRAG= of the RABBLE they are bringing in by the BLACK ACRE = IT IS WRITTEN: that the "NUMBERS LESSEN"=of the TRUE GROUP and it tells you WHY. Because the COULDN'T=CARE=LESS GROUP="CARELESS and INDIFFERENT," who=did=not "JOIN!" (THE WISE=COL. 406)= were LEFT behind in DARKNESS!" TI:182.
THE HUMAN MIND IS TRICKY! HAVE TO WATCH THAT!
Have to FORCIBLY bring it into Line! If you are CLEAR on
one Point=HANG=ON=FOR=DEAR=LIFE to that established Point.
IF LAODICEA is in:"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!"="THE RAPIDLY IN-
CREASING DARKNESS!"="THE MULTITUDINOUS ERRORS=HERESIES=
DELIUSIONS of these Last Days!"="HIS DECEPTIONS ARE LEAVEN-
ING the "PROFESSED" CHURCHES of our Lord Jesus Christ.
The GREAT APOSTASY("OMEGA OF APOSTASY"=SM 1:193-205. The
BOOK they TRIED SO HARD TO GET RID OF! BURNING "BUSHEL
BASKETS FULL AT LLU"=2 TRUCK LOADS AT BATTLE CREEK)=

(THET GREAT BOOK THAT SAID THEY WOULD GO INTO THE "OMEGA"-)
"THE GREAT APOSTASY...("Because they were FORCED to RE-
PRINT SERIES B 2:up to 59=MANY of us, MOST of us, nearly
ALL of us = FORGET TO QUOTE SERIES B 7:......))

("ONE=THING=IT-IS=CERTAIN is soon to be realized,-the
GREAT APOSTASY, which is DEVELOPING and INCREASING and
waxing STRONGER, and will CONTINUE=TO=DO=SO until the
Lord shall descend from Heaven: with a SHOUT!" SERIES B

THAT=AT=ONCE puts the KIBOSH on ANY and ALL THEORIES that
IMAGINE this Church will get BETTER and BETTER and BETTER
until ALL who are LEFT in that COMMUNE = will be TRANS-
LATED into the FROOM=HOUTEFEFF HEAVENS!

BUT=IF=WE=DISCOVER = the DARKNESS they go into -- is:
"IMPEMERTRABLE!" COL 414. They can HURL themselves IN VAIN
against those Words = but if we CHOOSE to UNDERSTAND this
CORRECTLY =

We will discover that to go."OUT=IN=DARKNESS!"=they go
"OUT"=of:"THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" T1:179. "OUT"=of:"THE COM-

BACK INTO THAT FALLEN, DECADENT CHURCH IN THEIR "OMEGA"
OF MIDNIGHT DARKNESS! They do not have to go ANYWHERE to
go into:"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!"=because they ARE in:"MIDNIGHT
DARKNESS...IMPEMERTRABLE!"=but 10,000 can hurl themselves
against these Words = that "DARKNESS" will still remain:
"IMPEMERTRABLE!" COL 414.(and 200 more!)

"You are POOR, and MISERABLE, and BLIND, and NAKED. While
EVIL=IS=INCREASING and taking DEEP ROOT(TM 409)=...MANY, I
saw, were FLATTERING THEMSELVES that they were "GOOD" CHRTS-
TAINS, who had NOT=A=SINGLE=RAY=OF=LIGHT from Jesus...
WHAT WE ARE READING HERE is from T1:190.
THE LESSON WE LEARN HERE is to PERSEvere =
IF WE STOPPED READING IN = "THE SHAKING" Chapter =T1:184=
WE WOULD HAVE MISSED = "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" Chapter.
WE WOULD HAVE MISSED = the key Thought in T1:187 =
WE WOULD HAVE MISSED = this devastating TESTIMONY:

"...not a single Ray of Light from Jesus...AND=I=SAW
that the Lord was whetting His SWORD in Heaven to CUT=
THEM=DOWN! Oh, that every LUKEWARM PROFESSOR could real-
ize the CLEAN WORK that God is about to make among His
"PROFESSEd" people!...Says the TRUE WITNESS:"I know thy
WORKS!" (((SO "WORKS". DOES NOT MATTER?)))

"I know thy WORKS!" The Third Angel is leading A PEOPLE,
Step by Step, higher and higher. At every STEP they will
((THEN READ ON TO FIND OUT WHERE "MEANS" BELONG! T1:213)))

WHAT DID WE LEARN HERE?
Without the "HOLY SPIRIT" to guide us into all TRUTH =
Without the "HOLY ANGELS!" to keep the EVIL ANGELS AT BAY =
we are lost HULKS...........no Hope at all.

AND IN THE MIDDLE OF THIS =
along come these emasculated effeminate MINISTRY=with
their simpering retinue of Paper-Dollie Ward SALLIES =
who actually THINK that we did not Study this matter more
thoroughly than they will ever know =

WE NOTICED that the characteristic of FALSE PROPHETS is
to speak:![PEACE + SAFETY] from LAODICEAN PULPITS = T5:211
for which they are called: "DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK!"
and want us to be as "DUMB!"=as the Lord says THEY ARE!
And for which the Penalty for NOT BARKING is:"ALL PERISH
TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. THEREFORE we are NOT INTERESTED in
the Time of their VICTORY under FROOM=40 Years of FROOM,
1933 to 1973 = the Year of his Biting the DUST!

SO WE LOOK PAST = the delusive PRESENT = into the END of
these "DUMB DOGS"=in the "VOICE OF GOD" Hour. EW 282. GC
656. And what led UP to it. GC 442-445,606-608. EW 261.

"They have PUT OUT their own Spiritual EYE-SIGHT!" T3:266.
We do not care to have BLIND BATS take over the LEAD!
We will TELL THEM! They will NOT TELL US!

THE HOLY SPIRIT
Leads us into "ALL TRUTH!!" John 16:13. 14:17, 8:32,47.

HOW TO MISREAD
the GULLIBLE will Read:"For God sent NOT His Son into
the World to CONDEMN the WORLD; but..."John 3:17. -20-
THEN THEY TAKE OFF! NOW THEY KNOW SOMETHING! Now, with RDB=and the EVANGELICAL WORLD = "ALL THE WORLD IS JUSTIFIED!"=it is in the BIBLE! and when one False Prophet sees how the other False Prophet wins a following by playing on their Emotions = then he goes one Better = until they End up in the BASEMENT of the Adventist Church and start Preaching to the SENTIMENTAL (mostly MENTAL!)= that "GOD=DOES=NOT=DESTROY!"

Thus PUSHING each other to get a SEAT in the DEVIL'S TRAIN which is POWERED by "UNIVERSALISM!". ALL=MEN=SAVED! As we see MIKE CLUTE trying to SAVE SATAN EVEN AFTER THE 1,000 YEARS! "All Aboard!" EW 88,263.

BUT SHOULD WE LEAVE JOHN 3:17 and read the NEXT VERSE? "He that believeth in Him is NOT CONDEMNED: but he that BELIEVETH NOT is CONDEMNED ALREADY": John 3: 18.

SO TAKE YOUR CHOICE = will ye "EAT=ALL=OF=IT?!" Or only a Bite here = and a Bite there? Pick a CHOICE.

THE WHORE of T8:250 looks for nothing but "LOVE!" = which is found under the "SPIRITUALISM=UNIVERSALISM" Chapter = GC 554,558. "Thou hadst a WHORE'S FOREHEAD = Thou REFUSEDST to be ASHAMED!"

"THEREFORE the SHOWERS have been withholden = And there hath been NO=LATTER=RAIN!" Jer.3:3.

We do not care to be Controlled by WHORES or WHORE-MASTERS of TM 446-7. Nor are we interested in what goes on in that Mind. And that is Final. "Come OUT of Her = MY PEOPLE!"

WHERE IS THAT FOUND? Is that Rev.18? Is that what the Adventist Church REJECTED in 1888? And when Rev.18 = which is the "LOUD CRY!"=they will REJECT it AGAIN? They will not even know WHAT=IT=IS! TM 300,507.

They have been too busy with ANDERSON of the CEMETERY and HMSR of the "VOICELESS PROPHECY"=hoisting the:"BANNER OVER US IS LOVE!"=at the SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR "VOICE" SHOW in 1962. And the WILSON GANG is screaming for that:"POWER!" "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION"=FROOM=WILSON p.320-2. Better read about the "TRUE PEOPLE OF GOD!" T3:266-7, T5:81,136.

We do not go by HARLOTS whose CONSCIENCE is SEARED as with a "HOT IRON!" who write of:"TRUE ROMANCES" and "TRUE STORIES"=and how they found "LOVE" above "LAW!" The SAME as the GLITTING LIGHTS by MODERN EVANGELISTS. THAT is the MYSTERY WHORE of Rev.18. "Go ye OUT to meet HIM!" He does not come into WHORE-HOUSES where they do not know the "MOST HOLY PLACE!! = -21-
The EFFEMINATE MINISTRY—or their SENILE OLD WOMEN—writing us their CONDEMNATIONS and ACCUSATIONS to the ONLY 'BRETHREN' LEFT=these FAULT-FINDERS and their FROOMS—would never read in any Church:


DO NOT FIND FAULT

we did not 'FIND!' it = it was there = RIGHT=OUT=IN=THE=OPEN! We are NOT=TO=BELIEVE our own EYES? DO=NOT=BELIEVE=THE=PREDICTIONS=OF=THE=SOP? DO=NOT=BELIEVE GOD? DO=NOT=BELIEVE THE=BIBLE? Just believe your THEOLOGICAL TRIPE? Your WOLVES in SHEEP'S CLOTHING? This was one they HURLED at us for many a Year = "WOLVES in SHEEP'S CLOTHING!" = "WHELP!!" and "PURPLE=HEADS!!" They threw at BRINSMHEAD = 37 INVECTIVES! How MANY or how FEW or NONE=AT=ALL! That ever Replied to them? Perhaps we should consider this = "PRAYERFULLY?"

THE WOLF PACK

Have they UNITED with the WOLF=PACK? Who are the WOLVES?

"TEACHERS OF FALSEHOOD will arise to draw you away from the NARROW PATH and the STRAIT GATE. BEWARE of them, though concealed in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, inwardly they are RAVENING WOLVES!" MB 145. "These men tell us that the COMMANDMENTS of God were DONE AWAY at the death of Christ. Shall we believe THEM? these men who CLAIM to be SANCTIFIED(SAVED!) while they REFUSE to OBEY GOD?" Ev.598. (((How is it we find YOUR CHURCH-LEADERS smuggling up to the BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL WOLF-PACK in FROOM'S 3-fold UNION of "KEY '73"=??? These are your "BRETHREN")))

"We need to know for ourselves what "VOICE" we are hearing..." Ev.598. "Teachers of FALSEHOOD will arise to draw you AWAY from (the Most Holy "PLACE!") from the NARROW PATH... BEWARE of them, though concealed in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES. "To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY; if they speak not according to this WORD it is because there is NO LIGHT in them." = "BELIEVE, BE-
The EFFEMINATE MINISTRY=or their SENILE OLD WOMEN, writing us their CONDEMNATIONS and ACCUSATIONS, to the ONLY 'BRETHREN' LEFT=these FAULT-FINDERS and their FROOMS = would never read in any Church:

"When men arise, claiming to have a Message from God, but INSTEAD of WARRING against principalities and powers, and the Rulers of the DARKNESS of this World, THEY form a hollow square, (TM 164, 296.) and TURN the WEAPONS of Warfare AGAINST the CHURCH MILITANT, be afraid of them... THEY=WOULD=TEAR=DOWN that which God would RESTORE by the LAODICEAN MESSAGE!" TM 22-3.RH A3:90. A4:328. B:31-2.


AFTER you have looked up ALL these References=then TALK! And then tell us of the STORM COMING = and WHO will STAND? WILSON and his 'PEERS'? =his 'MAJORITY'? T5:136. GC 608.

"THESE DUMB DOGS... WRATH!... WITHOUT MERCY!" T5:211-2.

DO NOT FIND FAULT.

we did not 'FIND' it = it was there = RIGHT=OUT=IN=THE=OPEN! We are NOT=TO=BELIEVE our own EYES? DO=NOT=BELIEVE THE=PREDICTIONS OF=THE SOP? DO=NOT=BELIEVE GOD? DO=NOT=BELIEVE THE=BIBLE? Just believe your THEOLOGICAL TRIBE?

Your WOLVES in SHEEP'S CLOTHING? This was one they HURLED at us for many a Year = "WOLVES in SHEEP'S CLOTHING!! = 'WHELPS!!' and = 'PURPLE=HEADS!!' They threw at BRINSMEAD =

37 INVECTIVES! How MANY? or how FEW? or NONE=AT=ALL! That ever Replied to them? Perhaps we should consider this = "PRAYERFULLY?"

THE WOLF PACK

Have they UNITED with the WOLF=PACK? Who are the WOLVES?
"TEACHERS OF FALSEHOLD will arise to draw you away from the NARROW PATH and the STRAIT GATE. BEWARE of them, though concealed in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, inwardly they are RAVENING WOLVES!" MB 145. "These men tell us that the COMMANDMENTS of God were DONE AWAY at the death of Christ. Shall we believe THEM? these men who CLAIM to be SANCTIFIED(SAVED!)=while they REFUSE to OBEY GOD?" Ev.598. (((How is it we find YOUR CHURCH-LEADERS smugling up to the BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL WOLF-PACK in FROOM'S 3-fold UNION of "KEY. '73" ??? These are your "BRETHREN")))

"We need to know for ourselves what "VOICE" we are heeding..." Ev.598. "Teachers of FALSEHOLD will arise to draw you AWAY from(the Most Holy "PLACE!") from the NARROW PATH...

BEWARE of them, though concealed in SHEEP'S CLOTHING, INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES..."To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY; if they speak not according to this WORD it is because there is NO LIGHT in them."="BELIEVE, BE-
the TESTIMONY; if they speak not according to this WORD it is because there is NO LIGHT in them...BELIEVE, BELIEVE!" they say, "and you need not keep the LAW." But a "BELIEF" that does not lead to OBEEDIENCE is PRESUMPTION..."He that saith, I know Him, and keepeth not His COMMANDMENTS, is a LIAR!" MB 145-6. (208-10).

"FAITH-ALONE!" is a COUNTERFEIT=PRESUMPTION=ENSNARING= and a LIAR! GC 471-2. BY LAODICEAN "DUMB DOGS" that REFUSE to "BARK!"= at the WOLF-PACK! "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. SC 60-1. DA 309. PP. 73. T4:58. T2:193.


"Wolves in Sheep's Clothing. They talk of "GRACE!"(RDB) they preach of "GRACE!", apparently they pray for "GRACE!"=but they have not the GRACE of Christ in their hearts...prove themselves to be...WOLVES in Sheep's Clothing." ST 2:499. July 18, 1892. (LEFT OUT!) (ALSO LEFT OUT! of SDA=BC 5:1087. THEY QUOTE:)

"The Sheep's Clothing seems so REAL, so GENUINE, that the WOLF cannot be discerned only as we go to...find that they are TRANSGRESSORS of the LAW of Jehovah...

(And then this LEFT OUT......) "If there ever was a Time when we needed FAITH and SPIRITUAL DISCERNMENT, it is NOW. Those who are WATCHING unto Prayer, and are SEARCHING the Scriptures DAILY with an earnest desire to know and do the will of God, will NOT be LED ASTRAY by any of the Deceptions of Satan. They ALONE will DISCERN the PRETEXT which CUNNING MEN adopt to BEGUIL AND ENSNARE!" RH A1:542. Aug. 25, 1885.

(And then this SAME TESTIMONY goes on to Show how OLD "SHUT DOOR LAODICEA" will yet come to DENY the "OPEN DOOR PHILADELPHIA=SEAL=144,000 CHURCH" of "MY FIRST VISION"=in 1980 GC SESSION the WILSON GANG will DENY the "GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION" of the MOST HOLY "PLACE!"

PROVING 3 THINGS: (1) They are BLIND! (2) They are the "ENEMIES" of God! EW 43. (3) Their "PRAYERS" are "USELESS!" EW 261.) EW 254-6.

"Christ says, "I know thy WORKS; behold, I have set before thee an OPEN DOOR, and NO MAN(no WILSON) can SHUT it" How hard men work to CLOSE=THAT=DOOR..."

(This is the SANCTUARY TRUTHS that were given to us in 1844 when there was no "LAODICEA" around!) RH A1: 542. Aug. 25, 1885. This is our Religion = the LAW and the SANCTUARY and the SEAL=144,000 PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH = combined! Which will see us into the Kingdom. This is the Promise of the "TRUE WITNESS" of the OPEN DOOR = Rev. 3:8-12. WTF 1-4. EW 14-5. AA 588, 590. GC 430, 560. TM 446. T5:297, 475, 752. RH A3:44.

(And 200 MORE!)
DO NOT CONDEMN!

Is a CLUMSY way of saying we are the "RULERS" of this ROOST! we will do ANYTHING that we WANT! and the only RIGHT we will grant YOU is to AGREE! ROMANISM!

This DRIVES everyone into a Corner=AFRAID of their SHADOW=EVIL takes over=as it always has in the Past=and if one should find enough COURAGE and HONESTY and CARE to TALK BACK = look for the BOOT-LICKERS=the HIRELINGS=who would NEVER develop enough COURAGE to stand up for GOD and HIS TRUTH = "BRAVELY" jump in WITH the PACK=to run down the INDIVIDUAL and his RIGHTS.BIGOTS grant NONE. Like FROOM, all they want to hear is THEMSELVES!

THEIR REAL FEAR IS: "INDEPENDENT MEN of earnest endeavor are NEEDED! not men as IMPRESSIBLE as PUTTY... MEN whom God will connect with His work are NOT LIMP and FIBERLESS, without MUSCLE or MORAL FORCE of CHARACTER... INDIVIDUAL INDEPENDENCE and INDIVIDUAL POWER are the qualities NOW NEEDED!" T3:496-7,105,104,504. PUR. 31. TM. 302, 325,343,386. T6:146. T4:239. T5:189. T2:308,490,130.
LIKE THE MOONIES or the JIM JONES CULT=their DEFENCES DOWN=their STATE OF MIND=CBC=TV."TAKE 30!"=March 4, 1980.
2:30 P.M. = NO THOUGHT OF THEIR OWN FOR 6 WEEKS! The only VALUE to be gained is with a GROUP! "We are NOT SAVED in GROUPS!" BC 490, 233, 622. ST 2:501. MB 197. RH Nov. 19, 1908.
JUDAISM=MORMONISM=ROMANISM=COMMUNISM=ADVENTISM=GROUP SALVATION. "VALUE to be GAINED with a MOONIE GROUP. LOSE INDIVIDUALITY and PERSPECTIVE. Cannot use LOGIC. They are PROGRAMMED. MIND-CONTROL. NO REASONING. BEYOND REASON.
We need "CULT-BUSTERS!"
Not WATCH-DOGS=that are MUZZLED. LOCKED in their KENNELS. DEFEATISM. FUTUILLITARIANISM. The CURSE of the EAST=FATALISM. ELLEN WHITE says they are the "DO-NOTHINGS"=because they are the "KNOW-NOTHINGS!" T6:425. SM 2:181. RH A1: 192, 202, 353.

"MY MESSAGE TO YOU IS: "No longer consent to LISTEN WITHOUT PROTEST to the perversion of TRUTH. UNMASK the PRETENTIOUS SOPHISTRIES!": SM 1:196.
"As the TIME COMES for the "LOUD CRY"=... ALL will be UNMASKED!" 1884 GC 424. GC 606.

"(This is the Time when He will line up the "DUMB DOGS" that invite the WOLF-PACK in = "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"
T5:211-2,3.)" "MINGLING with the contending elements of these Last Days, as the CIRCUMCISED who mingle with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and He decrees that He will DESTROY both Classes TOGETHER without distinction...He will CONDEMN both ALIKE!" FCE 482. (YOU made no distinction=why should He?)
IT IS HIGH-TIME
for the STUPID LAODICEAN to LEARN that he is STUPID!
1857="As nearly ALL around us are being enveloped in the thick DARKNESS of ERROR and DEIUSION, it becomes us to
SHAKE=OFF=STUPIDITY..." EW 104,48,111,113,119.
1868="Men and Women are in the LAST HOURS OF PROBATION,
yet are CARELESS and STUPID!" T2:337,205,263,340,439.
IF HE IS NOT STUPID

HE WILL READ: "There has ever been a CLASS PROFESSING
GODLINESS..." GC 519.

IF HE IS NOT STUPID ENOUGH TO FOLLOW FROOM'S DEFINITIONS:
He will NOT take a SENTENCE or a PART of a SENTENCE=lift
it OUT=OF=CONTEXT and then IMAGINE that he knows something
when he knows NOTHING! He has not even BEGUN to STUDY.
He will go to the BEGINNING of the CHAPTER and then find
there are 4 pages MISSING! So he will look up the ORIGINAL
1884 GC 337 and find out WHY these 4 pages are MISSING!
So then if he reads FROM 337 to this Statement on 342 =
by that Time he will have a good working KNOWLEDGE as to
WHO this is talking TO = and WHY! So he will not be TRIP-
PED up by some OLD FOOL FROOM.
He will see, first of all = this is a "CLASS" = this means
there are "SOME" = first of all = he will NOT apply this
as FROOM DOES= in a BROADSIDE 'GRAPE SHOT' BLAST TO ALL!
He will CONFINE it= as the WRITER CONFINED it= to a certain
"CLASS"! He will then AUTOMATICALLY bring to Mind his
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE that LOST LAODICEANS=STUPID LAODICEANS=
DUMB LAODICEANS= are referred to again and again as the:
"PROFESSED" people of God. He will NOT SWOON just because
he is in the Presence of the "PROFESSED... who, INSTEAD
of FOLLOWING ON to KNOW the TRUTH..."
AGAIN! He ATONCE SEES = this is again SELECTIVE and DIREC-
TIVE to a SPECIAL "CLASS"=NOT=A=BROADSIDE=AT=ALL! It is
TO(not FROM!) it is TO the STUPID=who "INSTEAD OF FOLLOWING
ON to KNOW the TRUTH, make it THEIR "RELIGION" to seek
some fault of CHARACTER or error of FAITH in those with
whom they do not agree. SUCH(FEW or MANY) (IN the PULPITS
or OUT of the TM 409 PULPITS!) SUCH are SATAN'S RIGHT-
HAND HELPERS..." GC 519. 1884 GC 342.

HE IS CERTAINLY NOT:
going to accept some constipated LEADER'S DEFINITION of
WHO this is TO! He will Study to show himself APPROVED
unto God=by going to the HEAD of the CHAPTER and perhaps
also to the END of the Chapter. BEFORE he starts to SPOUT
OFF! He should "KNOW" what he is talking about. I suppose
the KEY STUPIDITY here was:"INSTEAD OF FOLLOWING ON to
KNOW the TRUTH!" GC 519. He just OPENS his MOUTH=and out
comes FATHER SABBASTIAN FRIAR FROM! -26-
A WORD TO THE "LITTLE FLOCK!"

I really do not know what is happening to this New Generation of Adventists. Sometimes it takes 10 Years before we find a Clew. One of those Clews surfaced recently. The "CONFESSON" that the EDITOR of the main Australian Magazine = PARR in his Oct. 21, 1980 letter to "BUD" SHUSTER of HOMER CITY, PENNSYLVANIA = speaking of the MISSING "DUNCAN EVA" = AUSTRALIAN RECORD "ARTICLE" = this Article was to appear in the Australian "SINGS OF THE TIMES" = the DUNCAN EVA ARTICLE was to take up the Subject of the "SANCTUARY!" = but was STOPPED by DUNCAN EVA.

In PAARS March 11, 1980 letter to DUNCAN EVA = PAAR "CONFESSES" that he pledged to his Wife= that she would NEVER hear him Preach about the SANCTUARY.

FURTHER INVESTIGATION reveals some of these QUESTIONS and DOCTRINES= have not been taken up in the SEMINARIES= "FOR DECADES!" and seeing the latest "ANDREWS UNIVERSITY SEMINARY STUDIES" sent to us by ANN DeMICHAEL= the BABYLONISH JUNK they dig through there = and in the 3 or 4 that we have = might as well conclude: "NO TESTIMONEYS!"

If they can place a man like PAAR as EDITOR of the AUSTRALIAN "SINGS OF THE TIMES" and the "AUSTRALIAN RECORD" and then read his LETTER to DUNCAN EVA= that he would NEVER deal in the SANCTUARY QUESTION = and then see WILSON BOOST him to "PRESIDENT" of the AUSTRALIAN UNION = then one would have to be hit in the Head with a Hammer = if he did not know what is going on. "THE PHILISTINES ARE AMONG US!"

NO WONDER the poor Young People come out of these Institutions just like EGW said they would, as:"...in reality they are only EDUCATED DUNCEs!" FCE 44. "...in place of CHRISTIAN WORKERS, a Company of EDUCATED INFIDELS!" T7:167.

Expect such to take a stand AGAINST FORD? They imbibed the SAME TWADDLE as did FORD! These people, then = of course = would know NOTHING of "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK." (CERTAINLY PAAR knew no more than the NAME!)

This is a 30 page PAMPHLET that you can obtain from BBH or ABC= for about 35¢.

Dear Bro. Layman:

Your Question about WTF 12 and the O.R.L. CROSIER article on the "CLEANSING OF THE SANCTUARY" = DAYSTAR EXTRA Feb. 7, 1846. "The Lord shew men in vision, more than one year ago, that Brother Crosier had the TRUE LIGHT, on the CLEANSING=OF=THE=SANCTUARY, &c; and that it was His will, that Brother C. should write out the view which he gave us in the DAY STAR, EXTRA, Feb. 7, 1846. I feel fully authorized by the Lord, to recommend that EXTRA, to every Saint." WTF 12. (Signed: E.G. White.) 27-
I was the one that alerted the Adventist World about this. ANDREASEN picked it up right away = and wrote that he: "LOST NO TIME"= to obtain a Copy. And being the Adventist authority on the Sanctuary= he wrote on it.

Since then several VERSIONS of that Article appeared. WRIGHT had one. OTHERS had them. Mostly WRONG. I was WRONG also. After many Moons="LEAVES" researched it more THOROUGHLY than anyone. (I believe it is the same one Sold by MIKE CLUTE.) "ARTICLES FROM THE DAY-STAR"= $2.75. "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" PO Box 440, Payson, ARIZ: 85541.

THE PROBLEM was = CROZIER put out many "ARTICLES." So we had to have everything RIGHT. It had to be the RIGHT DATE = it had to be "DAY-STAR"= and it had to be the "EXTRA." I think "LEAVES" captured them ALL.

I think the CORRECT ONE is p.13 to 20. They show you p.18,19 the PORTIONS the Adventists LEFT OUT of their R&S Version. QUITE A BIT IN FACT. So we should ANALYZE what they have to HIDE = and WHY?

We said when COTTRELL said in his LLU TAPE= (mentioned by PAAR)= (See PUBLICATION #493. Dec.13, 1980= "THE MYSTERY OF THE MISSING "DUNCAN-EVA" ..ARTICLE") = on page 21 and 32 and in PLYERS at the Time...(Write for them)=

FIGHR-NICHOLS=COTTRELL= and "30 SCHOLARS" for "30 YEARS!"= they could not "PROVE" the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT"= from the "BIBLE ALONE!" BRINSMEAD reported this, that they have to SHUT DOWN on the 1844 Third Angel's Message. As a "NOTHING" Event.

We wrote at the Time = they probably FORGOT to read EZEKIEL 8 and 9. And CROZIER proved it from the "BIBLE ALONE!" We find "CHRISTIANITY TODAY" = Feb/18,1983 = p.14. HAS NO DIFFICULTY with "BLOOD = THE MIRACLE OF CLEANSING" = p.12. And HEBREWS 10:19(NIV)= the BLOOD of JESUS in the:"MOST HOLY PLACE!" = p.14.

THE WORLD ITSELF is NOT in such THEOLOGICAL DARKNESS as the Adventist Church. JUST=AS=SHE=PREDICTED = They would go LOWER than BABYLON! As the Spirit is withdrawn.

Thank you for bringing this Question up = so EACH ONE can Study this FOR THEMSELVES! DA 140-1,442,611. COL 79. We hope to hear from you after you study this "FROM THE BIBLE!"= from CROZIER. DID= THEY = CHANGE = IT? or leave things OUT? Yes = THEY SURE DID! This is PROVEN by the NOTATIONS made by "LEAVES." Who SHOW you the "NEUTERING" of the TESTIMONY. They are EXPERTS at it by this Time. BISHOP NICHOLS=FRIAR BEGUILE= MONK FROM= and FAT-HEAD the 13th: "ANCIENT WRITINGS WERE FORGED by MONKS... And a CHURCH... GREEDILY ACCEPTED these DECEPTIONS!" GC 56,51,83,681. WTF 5.

History repeated. -28-
PERHAPS THE REASON they want to brand the Crosier Article as DECEPTION and why they LEFT SO MUCH OUT of the "ADVENT REVIEW" SPECIAL that "LEAVES" mentions but does not give the DATE =

Is because CROSIER gives you:

p.13 = The "CLEANSING" of the SANCTUARY.
p.14 = 2 or 3 Times this is the "SANCTUARY of the NEW COVENANT."
p.15 = "Being now JUSTIFIED by His BLOOD."
p.16 = "THE BLOOD...was not sprinkled in the COURT." There is NO JUSTIFICATION in the COURT before going OUT into the COURT = He puts on ROBES OF VENGEANCE. They do not want THAT in this New Climate of ADVENTISM. BRINSMEAD = HUDSON = WRIGHT = 1960. LESLIE HARDING = GC SESSION = R&H June 19, 1970 p. 9, 10.

(See LAST PAGE of PUBLICATION #560. Nov. 8, 1982. KNIGHT.)
"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH in the OUTER COURT!" The Adventist World did not OBJECT. THEREFORE their "PRAYERS" are: "USELESS!" EW 261. That is where they will obtain the "POWER!" and "INFLUENCE!" of SATANISM = AFTER they REJECT the WARNING! WARNING has to come FIRST. Ezekiel 3 and 33. The "SHAKING" Chapter. T1:179-187. They are "LEFT" when "INDIFFERENT!" and "CARELESS." DO = NOT = CARE! NO = MATTER = HOW = DEFECTIVE = THEY = MAY = BE! The SUPREME TRANQUILIZER. SHOVED in your Face every Time you see an Adventist Preacher.
p.18 = LAODICEANS do not understand this because CROSIER is using LONG = TERM = LANGUAGE.
p.19 = the PART LEFT OUT = refers to "THE LOUD CRY of the 5th ANGEL." So did JAMES WHITE in WTF 11, T5:473, T8:251. (Must be read in the Order given.)
p.19 = also LEFT OUT = the Lord will "CHASTIZE HIS PEOPLE" at the hands of "THE WICKED!" = this is much the same as the "SHAKING" Chapter (FOOTNOTES T1:180 = just as they are "GATHERING" the "TARES" = 1,000 a Day. "FOR THE BURNING!") CROSIER does not soften it down to PLEASE them as he calls them: "AN HYPOCRITICAL NATION!" "TREAD THEM DOWN like the MIRE of the Streets!" ISA. 10. (NATURALLY they lifted THAT OUT!)
p.20 = so also they would not want the "OPEN DOOR!" in the SANCTUARY = to the: "PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH!" O.R.L.CROSIER.

MANY OTHER TRUTHS in these "THE DAY-STAR!" Articles by:
p.1 = JAMES WHITE = when "WOMEN" would not be accepted as Gospel Ministers or Prophets = JAMES WHITE and OTHERS wrote, but in CONSULTATION with her.
p.22 = we have ELLEN G. HARMON = the "VOICE OF GOD" WRECKED the WORLD = brought DOWN all MAXWELL'S = HMO'S = HEPPENSTALL'S HOSPITALS = INSANE ASYLUMS = BRIDGES = DANCE HALLS = EVERYTHING! In spite of SDA R&H and VOP ARTISTS trying to keep them UP till Christ comes = they are down: "A NUMBER OF DAYS!"
p.1 = JAMES WHITE says: "We think it may be 15 Days."

(READ ON and have FUN!)..... -29-
Dear Bro. Hoehn:

Please don't use my Name, thank you...
I want to know what is going on...Thank you for your Voice of WARNING. God be with you...

Dear Mr. Hoehn:

My mother brought your Publication #550 June 16, 1982 called "CANCER plus" for me to read. So I read it. I must admit you are a very outspoken person, who, from all I can see is speaking more Truth than 99% any one else, (referring to the SDA Leaders, of course). Your research on Cancer is very interesting to me. Would you please send me the "PACKET" you have? And place my name on your mailing list...and keep your spirits up...

PACKETS.

About a Year ago or more = when MAILING RATES were due to go up DOUBLE = we cleared the Shelves of all EXTRA PAPERS. But first we made PACKETS of THOSE LEFT. I was going to make 25, then 50, and finally made 100. They were piled up to the Ceiling. About half are gone as we get to the Bottom= the Packets are BIGGER. As we ran out of some Papers.

NEW PACKETS.

we now propose to make NEW PACKETS printed since that Time. So we will call these: "1981 PACKET" and "1983 PACKET." Send for one. Name which one or both.

4 NEW TAPES.

Write to: ANN DeMICHAEL, 2924 Penny Lane, YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44515. If you get them just MARKED: 1-2-3-4

This is what that means: (MARK your own) ALL are C-90.

(1)Jan. 8, 1983. "POWER!"

(2) Jan. 9, 1983. "PUBLIC RELATIONS."

(3) Jan. 10, 1983. "HUDSON."

(4) Feb. 9, 1983. "SANCTUARY."

LOAN them out. If they want to BUY them= they are $3.00 each. 2 for $5.00.

We read all Letters and we appreciate all Letters. We especially appreciate QUESTIONS. It may take a while till we send the PREPARED PUBLICATION. If you are in a Hurry = we can place a CARBON under the DIRECT IMAGE MASTER and send you a Copy right away. We have to cut down on INDIVIDUAL REPLIES. We must RATION our TIME. We can only put in HALF-TIME that we used to.

NAMES.

we always go to NEW NAMES. SEND THEM IN. TYPED or WRITTEN like an ADDRESS LABEL. We can then cut them out and use 2 inch SCOTCH TRANSPARENT TAPE to fasten them. If you want us to send more than a "ONE TIME" Mailing, use a CARBON or TWO and send us 2 or 3 COPIES. -30-
Dear Sr. Poulos:

I appreciate the fact that you are STUN-NED = SHOCKED = that we question the Adventist Saint = the INFALLIBLE HMSR. Because you certainly never did hear this before. Everywhere he goes he is ACCLAIMED=HONORED=RESPECTED=and UNQUESTIONED. He is a Saint. The VOP.

BABYLON

The Ancient Enemies of God were known as BAAL=MOLOCH=ASH-TORETH=NIMROD. In the "COMPLETE" CRUDEN'S "CONCORDANCE" that I have=1823 = these NAMES are NOT listed. Except a quick mention in the back under"TABLE OF THE PROPER NAMES." You learn NOTHING from that=NO REFERENCES."MOLOCH" it simply says:"KING." Under "MOLOCH" it says:"THE SAME."

FIRE-GO

No hint of any kind that these were the ANCIENT ENEMIES OF ISRAEL. Perhaps the SUNDAY=HELL=PORK PRIESTS and EASTERKEEPING CHURCH GROUP that put this CONCORDANCE out = did not want people to know the TRUTH of the "SUN-GOD" and "QUEEN OF HEAVEN" that they Worship.

STRONG'S EXHAUSTIVE CONCORDANCE

Ann DeMichael sent me the above. THIS ONE deals FULLY and gives all kinds of BIBLE REFERENCES = and not tucked away in the back some place: either. Since the WORSHIP of THESE HEATHEN "DEITIES" played such an important part in the Role of WORSHIP=it is nothing short of a CRIME to leave them OUT of a supposed:"COMPLETE" CONCORDANCE. About as "COMPLETE" as the ADVENTIST "INDEX."

LIBRARY

If one goes to the PUBLIC LIBRARY to look up these NAMES, after spending 2 Hours there=one will come STAGGERING out, as to just WHAT this BAAL-WORSHIP entailed. A VIRGIN was not acceptable to BAAL=until she came to the STATUE OF BAAL=and consorted with the FIRST STRANGER that came along. Usually the BAAL=PRIESTS who were hanging around just for that. In the Middle of the Night.

Now perhaps we have a little better idea of just WHY Elijah took off 850 of their Heads. The Spirit of the Lord gave him strength. The same as to PHINEHAS and his 12,000 men who took care of BALAAM and his WOMEN. PP-455-6.

Sr. White said it will be the SAME in the "SEALING" Time. TM 446-7. "CLEANSE the CAMP=if it takes the HIGHEST men in the HIGHEST positions!" TM 427-8. T5:144-5.

THE FIRST STEP

I believe the FIRST STEP on the downward March to Perdition is FALSE DOCTRINE. It drives the HOLY SPIRIT and the HOLY ANGELS away. "THE SPIRIT...will guide you into ALL TRUTH!" John 16:13. If they are NOT in:"ALL TRUTH!" it follows that they are POSSESSED=BY=DEMONS. -31-
"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS ... MANY will stand in OUR Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands=KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" TM 409.

THEIR HELLISH DOCTRINES are LISTED and CATALOGUED in the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY"=that the HMSR "VOICE OF PROPHECY" PROGRAMME will not touch with a 10 Foot-Pole! We can List 100 DOCTRINES that the SOP Teaches=that the VOP will not TOUCH! We can List 100 DOCTRINES that the VOP will TEACH = that are directly OPPOSED by the SOP. --- THE FIRST ONE ---

Did you ever hear the GREAT men; the MIGHTY men of the SDA CHURCH = such as FROOM and RICHARDS = teach ANYTHING about HEALTH REFORM? Or did they Open their GUNS, like their NICHOLS DID = to SHOOT DOWN those who believe in Sr. White's "RED CLOVER BLOSSOMS" and other HERBS? Now some might say they leave that to the Doctors. To Teach HEALTH ... But he does not get off the Hook quite as easy as all that

BECAUSE:

"His DISREGARD of HEALTH REFORM UNFITS him to stand as the Lord's MESSENGER." T6:378. TM 417. THIS CHURCH has now set up a Cell of LAWYERS in LLU to take after "NATURAL REMEDIES." They have gone "HOSPITAL CRAZY!" --- WHAT IS THE WORST THING:

in Society? ASK=A-POLICEMAN! PROMISCUOUS SEX and POLYSONOUS DRUGS! BOTH CAUSED BY:

"...many lives are lost that MIGHT have been SAVED by the use of NATURAL methods of HEALING. The POISONS contained in many so-called "REMEDIES" create HABITS and APPETITES that mean RUIN to both Body and Soul." MH 126-7. (READ ON!) MH 133; 172, 176, 325, 339. RH-A4:416. Ev.359. That is:"MURDER!" MM 139;222-229; REBUKE-THE-DRUGGERS! MM 22,98,132;222,229;6OW-THE-SEEDS-FOR-THE "PLAUGES!" CDF 386-7. MM 229;273. T6:371,373.

SILLY HEALTH REFORMERS

for endless Years = looked with Holy Awe at the SDA Preachers = and "THEY"=(BIG HEROES!) would pick up behind them = and give us "HEALTH REFORM!" Then we would have everything COMPLETE! HMSR would give us "PROPHESY!"=and we would give them HEALTH REFORM! But was THAT the ORDER=OF=THE=ORDERS! Or were they going WITHOUT GOD? And do we see it more and more each passing Day?

It stands to Reason if he is BLIND to the Blessings of HEALTH or does not have the GUTS to PREACH IT --- should we FOLLOW the: "BLIND LEADERS of the BLIND!" Or, (HEAVENS FORBID!) Pay these "DUMB DOGS"(T5:211-2) with GOD'S TITHE? Let's have some SENSE! -32-
"There are fearful **WOES** for those who Preach the TRUTH, but are NOT SANCTIFIED by it, and ALSO for those who consent to receive and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to MINISTER to them in Word and Doctrine. I am ALARME for the PEOPLE OF GOD who PROFESS..." TL:261-2,234,321. T2:552. T3:452. TM 294.

"WITNESSING A METAMORPHOSIS."
The above 54-page Book was written by HUDSON (perhaps 1959.) That led to HUDSON weaseling his way into the Confidence of Adventists BEFORE the alleged: "AWAKENING" came to America in 1960. HUDSON took up the Subject of FROOM=ANDERSON=UNRUH=RICHARDS= making a Play to UNITE with the "Evangelical" World, as PREDICTED by ELLEN WHITE in GC:445"IN COMMON!!!" And that was the attempt in their "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES" Book=1957: "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY"=by FROOM=WILSON= was but another 1971 step in the SAME DIRECTION and all their Doctrines ever since. To UNITE with the WORLD=as they demonstrated in their 3-fold UNITY in MISSION=KEY-173. The JOKE of the CENTURY! FROOM was found LYING in the WRECK of his own SPECULATIONS. Who wants to try the same Stunt again? Is his name WILSON? KD&A made 2 Runs at going into the Promised Land=and left DEAD BODIES STREWN over the Battlefield.

**THEIR RELIGION**


"ARE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS CHRISTIANS?"=A NEW LOOK AT SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM"=by DONALD GREY BARNHOUSE=ETHERITY MAGAZINE featured by HUDSON= "WITNESSING A METAMORPHOSIS."= (Inexcusably leaving out the DATES!)=

BARNHOUSE:

"(4) The Seventh-day Adventist position on SALVATION is ARMINIAN, classifying them with WESLEY and the modern groups such as the HOLINESS and NAZARENE MOVEMENTS." p.3.

**WALTER R. MARTIN:**

"TO QUOTE THE OFFICIAL DENOMINATIONAL POSITION:...We derive our faith from the Scriptures, and our interpretations of PROPHECY were ALL established BEFORE Mrs. White spoke or wrote thereon," ALH=WM 9. "Witres Dr. FROOM: "We wholly REJECT the thought that the atoning sacrifice of Christ on Calvary was either insufficient or incomplete. WE TOTALLY REJECT the concept of a DUAL ATONEMENT. WE UTTERLY REPUDIATE the postulate that human WORKS are in any way a ground of acceptance with God...."
"All Seventh-day Adventists are in harmony with the teachings of the General Conference that Jesus Christ shed His blood upon the cross once for all, and it was on that perfect sacrifice ALONE, and Christ's COMPLETED ATONEMENT, that they have rested, and do now rest, all hope for their salvation...by grace ALONE through the blood of Jesus Christ APART from the DEEDS of the LAW..."

"Mrs. White emphatically REJECTED the ideas of a certain segment of Adventist leadership at the time, which held that salvation was by GRACE, but was contingent in some respects upon the WORKS of the LAW. The OFFICIAL POSITION of the Seventh-day Adventist denomination declares:

"THE LAW cannot save the transgressor from his sin... That one is JUSTIFIED, not by OBEDIENCE to the LAW but by the GRACE that is in Jesus Christ. By accepting Christ man is reconciled to God..." ALH=WM 14,15.

THEN IN TORTURED DOUBLE-TALK:

as is the way of Adventist: "SCHOLARSHIP"=talk out of BOTH SIDES of their Mouth = deny what they just said: "...to WHITENESS their obvious DEVIATIONS...they have ALWAYS as a MAJORITY, held to the CARDINAL, FUNDAMENTAL DOCTRINES of the CHRISTIAN FAITH..." ALH=WM 17.

Because of the FROOM OATH that they go by EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANITY=that PAXTON CHALLENGED them all across AMERICA and around the World=why do they not come out 100% for the "EVANGELICAL FAITH?"

We fail to see anything so WONDERFUL about the "EVANGELICAL FAITH" since it is the "EVANGELICALS" that are going to lead the WORLD and the CHURCH into the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST!" GC 442-5. Step by Step. And those who Step along with them = will also take the "LAST STEP!" T5:81,210-2. The THIRD ANGEL leads away from such STEPS!


ZONDERVAN PUBLISHING HOUSE

and their WALTER R. MARTIN in "OUR HOPE"=Nov. 1956 = this could indeed be True in 1983: "NOT ONE DOCTRINE of Seventh-Day Adventist practice can be ascribed to ELLEN G. WHITE...!" ALH=WM 29: "It is the teaching of Seventh-day Adventism that those who worship on SUNDAY conscientiously are JUST=AS=GOOD Christians as those who worship on Saturday..." ALH=WM 31.

-34-
DR DONALD BARNHOUSE=who shortly after Died on the Operating Table with something STILL=WRONG in his HEAD. The man that FIGHUR FOUND to be a "CHRISTIAN GENTLEMAN!!" = the PAL of HUDSON: That INFAMOUS TELEPHONE CONVERSATION=
May 16, 1958:

(B)"...my new booklet, "The Christian and the Sabbath,"... I'm preaching six sermons on the Sabbath coast-to-coast on NBC, pointing out that the Adventists are WRONG in keeping SATURDAY, (This is a "CHRISTIAN GENTLEMAN" according to FAT-HEAD the 13th!) the Adventists are WRONG in keeping SATURDAY, the Protestants are WRONG in keeping SUNDAY...every Day is ALIKE and that God not only is NOT entering into this DAY, but He HATES the Sabbath today, you see.

(B)Take for example we have discovered a Book by Ellen G. White that nobody knows exists. The Seventh-day Adventists know that it exists, and they have one copy locked up in their safe in Tacoma Park, Washington. And it is a Book that does not exist anywhere else. There are only about three copies in the United States, that we know anything about. Well, they lock it up, to keep anybody from getting at it.

(H)Have you read it?

(B)Walter Martin has read it.

(H)Has he?

(B)Sure.

(H)Well, ah....

(B)I mean the Seventh-day Adventists themselves lock it up to keep people from getting at it because they realize that if anybody read that stuff, they would raise their hands in holy horror and say, "Now, wait a minute. She was just a human being in the first place..." but God Almighty NEVER spoke through a woman. Let's face it. You can't justify a woman preaching...."... ALH=WM 36, 37.

(B)"...have you read the big SDA Book?

(H)Yes, I have a copy here.

(B)Well, let's face it, in a very nice way, the LEADERS who have written THIS BOOK, have moved from the traditional position of the SDA movement. They've come back to the Bible.

(H)But they insist that they HAVEN'T! Now that's the controversy, you see.... ALH=WM 38, 39.
(B) Let me tell you this, if you don't want, I mean if YOU try to write a Book or anything that there has been NO CHANGE in Adventism. then we're going to have to go back and say, "You are ANTI-CHRIST."...and send it to "TIME" magazine...These people are still ANTI-CHRIST. Put them back with Jehovah's Witnesses where they belong," if you start writing the way you're contemplating.

(B)...you don't hold that keeping SUNDAY is the MARK of the BEAST, do you?

(H) Yes.

(B) You DO?

(H) Yes.

(B) Well, then we might as well hang up. You belong to the ANTI-CHRIST party. I'll tell you this, brother, and you, I doubt if you're saved.

(H) Well,

(B) You don't know what salvation is. Hudson, you don't know what salvation is. ALH=WM 43.

(B) That's what a SCREWBALL on the fringe believes. Now, in the Seventh-day Adventist movement you've got SCREWBALLS and people on the FRINGE.

(H) Yeah, that's apparently where I am.

(B) Well, if you believe that keeping any day but Saturday is the MARK of the BEAST then you are of the party of ANTI-CHRIST because you deny salvation by grace ALONE. You do not believe that salvation is by grace ALONE, do you?

(H) Not in the sense that you use it, no.

(B) Yeah, in other words you believe that a man has to add something to the work of Christ in order to be saved.

(H) Yes, that's right.

(B) Well then, I say that's of the Devil, beyond any question...I HATE Saturday as a Sabbath religious day. I hate it because Chrisr hates it...the SCREWBALL element in your Church has been the group that has printed these little tracts on the side saying Saturday is the Sabbath; and anybody who doesn't keep it is a lost soul. Well, that is the SCREWBALL element. No responsible Christian can ever say this...you are a MEGALOMANIAC..."ALH=WM 44-5.
(FIGHUR's "CHRISTIAN GENTLEMAN" talking):  

(B)...I cursing Saturday as the Sabbath... cursing Sunday as the Sabbath, cursing everything that is of the LAW, and wanting grace ALONE... You don't even believe that I am saved?... Thank God the leaders of Seventh-day Adventism do not hold your position.  

(H) You don't think they do?  

(B) I know they don't. I know they don't. We've gone on our knees together, and have gotten up from our knees together, and they say, "Brother, this is wonderful. WE ARE REDEEMED and fellows in Christ...."... They believe that I am a born again person, That I am SAVED and have eternal life. They know that I hold the CALVINISTIC position that I am SAVED forever and can never be lost. They say to me--they hold the ARMINIAN position, but nevertheless, they definitely believe that I am a born-again believer and a brother in Christ.  

(H) Well, now here, I had one of these very men who have been foremost in this relationship tell me when I was in Washington D.C. last November; I went back for some conferences and study. He told me--  

(B) Which man?  

(H) I'd rather not give his name.  

(B) Oh, come on now. If you're not honest enough to talk, what did you call me up for?  

(H) Well, you accuse me, didn't accuse me, but wondering if I was trying to stir up personal trouble. I'm not. But I'm trying to arrive at some facts. Now, if I tell you this man's name personally, that is a personal thing. If I tell you the position he took, then it becomes--  

(B) You said one of the men who came to my house.  

(H) Well, let's put it this way. One of the men that has been--  

(B) You said one of the men that came to my house.  

(H) You've got me on the spot.  

(B) Sure I do. It's either FROOM or ANDERSON or RICHARDS.  

(H) UNRUH?  

(B) No, UNRUH is from Pennsylvania. You said Washington. That's FROOM and ANDERSON and the fourth man, what's his name? ALH=WM 46-8.
(B)...what's his name?
(H) I don't know.
(B) You don't know. Well, that leaves it, it's FROOM or ANDERSON who told you this.
(H) All right, I'll tell you, it was FROOM. He told me that he had you men right where you were going to have to admit the Seventh day is the SABBATH.
(B) Oh, he never said anything of the kind.
(H) Well, that's what he told me.
(B) We know that the seventh day is NOT the Sabbath.
(H) That's what he told me, and he told me in the offices of the General Conference in Washington.
(B) Well, you listen to the National Broadcasting System coast to coast next Sunday morning at 8:30... I come on over (?) and I'm preaching against the Sabbath right now.
(H) My point is this. As near as I can get the information together, here, our men have been representing one thing to YOU and they are representing another thing to US.
(B) Well, put that down in so many words.
(H) Well, now, I'll put it in writing, and will you prove to the contrary? In other words, you say you have in your files stuff that will support everything you have written in "Eternity" magazine. Well, now, will you come out with that?
(B) Well, uh --
(H) Our men are denying that. Now let's get the thing straight. I have a stack of correspondence here from our officials in Washington... I know what MARTIN told me, and I know that he will not answer my letters....
(B) Possibly he believes that you are just a TRouble-Maker.
(H) I think that's entirely possible... I'm not trying to cause trouble to anybody, but I want to know what our men are teaching and if we should CHANGE, I want to CHANGE with them, PROVIDED that they can convince me that I should CHANGE, but to try to give the idea to you and Mr. Martin that WE=HAVE=CHANGED, and to give the idea to US that we HAVEN'T=CHANGED, I don't go for that. Now, I think our men ought to come out and be
AND BE HONEST

(H) and be HONEST...the GOD-HEAD...on that point, however, there is a great controversy.

(B) Exactly. Now, you see there were Seventh-day Adventists who held that He was sinful, that He did not have a sinless NATURE; and they took the DOCETISM principle from back in the early church history. Now your leaders have come out in the strongest possible repudiation of that phase of Seventh-day Adventist teaching.

(H) They are taking the position, are they not, that Christ has the NATURE of ADAM before he sinned, isn't that true?

(B) I hope not!

(H) What is their position as you understand it?

(B) That Christ had, that He was the GOD-MAN. Adam was a created being subject to fall. Jesus Christ was the GOD-MAN, not subject to fall.

(H) And that's your understanding of the position of our leaders?

(B) Of course! They have taken it so strongly and it is in their Book. We hold, they say, with the church of all the centuries that Jesus Christ was the eternal sinless Son of God, etc. etc. ...(H)(Are they making overtures to the NAE?)

(H) Now, that's what I'm trying to get at...

(B) This would precipitate in the National Association, (of Evangelicals)...a FIGHT that would break the National Association into pieces....ALH=VM 48-50.

HE COULD NOT HAVE SINNED

(B)...this is the spirit of ANTI-CHRIST. Now you see, if you do not believe that Jesus Christ is the eternal, sinless Son of God, that He could not have sinned, and goodness, we have 18 quotations from Mrs. White saying the same thing, 18 quotations from Ellen G. White stating exactly this position, and denying what you are telling me.

(H) On the other hand I have quotations that state just the opposite.

(B) One quotation.

(H) We have more than that.

(B) No.

(H) You don't have them all.
WALTER MARTIN KNOWS MORE

(B) Oh yes we do. Look, FROOM and the rest of them say that WALTER MARTIN knows more about Seventh-day Adventists than any professor in Tacoma Park, Washington.

(H) Well, that again is a matter of opinion.

(B) Let me tell you this, you talk to MARTIN, you tell him anything, and he'll give you the page number. He's got that kind of a memory.

(H) I don't question that he's read a lot of the Spirit of Prophecy.

(B) He's read it all. And everything else she ever wrote including the Book they've got locked up in the safe and won't let anybody see.

(H) What's the name of that Book?

(B) I don't know.

(H) You don't know, but MARTIN has read it?

(B) Of course.

(H) You know she wrote about 25 million words. That's quite a lot for a man to read.

(B) That's too much, you know. She was running off at the mouth, and the Holy Spirit certainly was not doing it.

(H) Do you think that ANDERSON and FROOM agree with you on that position?

(B) Look, I KNOW that these men are intelligent enough to know that she was a fallible human being, and that she said so herself. You don't believe that she was infallible, do you? Do you?

(H) You get into the matter of your various concepts of inspiration. You asked me a question. I'll answer it. I believe she was a prophet.

(B) Do you believe she was infallible?

(H) Well, I say that she was a prophet the same as any other true prophet.

(B) Do you believe that she was in error ever?

(H) As a human being?

(B) In her writing. Do you believe that in some of her writings that you have to point to certain sentences and say, "Boy, she sure pulled a booper! That's for the birds! It is not true!" ALH=WM 51,52.
(H) I haven't encountered any such quotations, no.

(B) You haven't?

(H) No.

(B) Oh, brother, are you a dupe. You are not as honest as the people at Tacoma Park or Richards. Richards doesn't hold with you.

(H) You mean of the Voice of Prophecy?

(B) Yes.

(H) He feels then that she has written error?

(B) Of course he does. EVERY one of these men have said this to me. Every man. EVERY MAN. They believe that she was raised up by God to be a great blessing, and that the Spirit of Prophecy was upon her, but they all agree that she wrote error in some places.

(H) You gather from your association with those men that they believe that she was a prophet though.

(B) They believe that God came upon her in a special way, and for a message to His people at a special time...

(H) And you don't think Elder Froom and Richards and the others take my position? That she was a true prophet.

(B) Of course they don't.

(H) I see.

(B) NONE=OF THEM=DO.

(H) Well, I appreciate your time.

(B) They all believe now, as I say, that she was a blessed woman, and that she had a special mission for God's people for a special time, but they all believe that, they KNOW, that she wrote error. I mean, find out about that Book of hers that is locked up in the safe and that nobody is allowed to see.

(H) Yes, I'll ask about that. I'll make inquiry. Thank you very much, Dr. Barnhouse. Goodbye.

(B) Goodbye. A.L. Hudson (about 1955) "WITNESSING A MENTAL MORPHOSIS." P. 52, 53, 54. (PHONE CALL TO DR. D.G. BARNHOUSE.)

Here we have some of the Evidence that proves Saint HMSR has long since Dropped the Teachings of Ellen White along with all the Top Leaders for many a day. Including the so-called "ADVENTIST" Ministry that go by the Bible "ALONE!"
AND END UP GOING BY "BALLenger" and "BABYLON!" = "ALONE!"

Once the young Adventist "MINISTERIAL STUDENTS" = get a good Taste of EVANGELICALISM = one Drink leads to another until they are "DRUNK!" with the BLIND STAGGERS = and can never find their way Home. "THE OLD WINE IS BETTER!"

FROOM=WILSON

This was High-Lighted in the JOINT "FROOM=WILSON" Book = "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" = the HOLY ROLLERS are WAY AHEAD of us in the "ETERNAL VERITIES" = "MEN of a TRUTH whose TIME has come" = "PROMOTE PRACTICAL HOLINESS" = "SELF-DEDICATION" = "FRESH ENDUメント OF POWER FROM ON HIGH" = "THE GREAT SPIRITUAL AWAKENING OUTSIDE OUR OWN MOVEMENT" = "WE FAILED TO TAKE THE CLEAR UNITED LEAD" = "THESE OTHER GODLY MEN" = "THE HOLY SPIRIT... THESE OTHER WRITERS" = "THANK GOD, THAT FINAL AWAKENING IS DEFINITELY UNDER WAY!" Lef-MD 319-322.

FROOM=WILSON threw their Hat into the HOLY ROLLER POWER-POX CIRCUS RING. Here they speak of 50 Writers who are ahead of us = and certainly far ahead of ELLEN WHITE.

We saw right from the Beginning that going by the Bible "ALONE!!!" was but a FAKE SUBTERFUGE to go by "BABYLON ALONE!!" It is no exaggeration that FORD=BRINSMEAD go by 666 of them! And RICHARDS is not far behind.

HMSR

FROOM=WILSON reserved him for the FINAL PUNCH to "PROVE" that they would WIN in their ABORTED WATERLOO=WATERGATE=DUNKIRK=the 3-fold UNION with "EVANGELICALS" and "ROME" in "MISSION=KEY; 173."

This Adventist Saint = let the World know he did NOT go by ELLEN WHITE = but by: FROOM=DIANIELLS (1926) COR and E.J. WAGGONER (1890) C&H and PRESCOTT (1920) DC and WESLEY...

"FAITH ONLY, plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING... The difference, of course, between JUSTIFICATION by FAITH and JUSTIFICATION by WORKS is so great that the establishment of the one means the overthrow of the other. WE=CANNOT=HAVE=BOOTH. It is NOT our WORKS=our DOINGS in any way... SUCH IS RICHARDS' TESTIMONY." p. 619, 620. Lef-MD.

AT LAST!

The UNION with the "NO-LAW CULT!" Fully engineered by FROOM=1971. The stamping Ground of BABYLON. The very OPPOSITE of the Teachings of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." All set to build the BIG CHURCH.T5:501. (The page before shows the True Light.)

FORD=BRINSMEAD

The Church is ALARMED at the Teachings of FORD=BRINSMEAD, but all they did was pick up what the Old Codgers were Teaching for many a Year. But the Young Fry were TOO HONEST to keep the PRETENSE that they went by EGW. There is no other Difference between them. -42-
THE GREAT CONTROVERSY

One of the great Controversies facing the Adventist Church since 1972 has been FORD for 2 years in a "JESUIT" University under "F.F.BRUCE" in England coming back and Teaching that stuff in AVONDALE=AUSTRALIA and then IMPORTED by HEPPENSTALL to get their Share in CALIFORNIA.

And then it all came to a Head in that Infamous FORD TAPE=engineered by the LAWYERS of "FORUM=SPECTRUM"=PUC=Oct.27, 1979.($1.00 from VERDICT.) That this was a CONCERTED JESUIT "THRUST!" is proven by the following Evidence:

(1) Quickly followed by REA going to the LOS ANGELES TIMES.

(2) COTTRELL waiting in the Wings to add his Two-Bits with "JESUIT" FIGHER and the LAWYERS of "FORUM" AGAIN!

(3) THOUSANDS of RELIGIOUS NEWS ITEMS to cause the whole World to SNEER at those so SIMPLE-MINDED as to believe in ELLEN WHITE and the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE. This is a JESUIT TALMUDIC COUNTER-ATTACK against BRANDING THEM as the "ONE WORLDER ILLUMINATI" the Cult of the Damned taking over the World if they can get rid of the SOP they have clear Sailing into the ECUMENICAL HARBOR= no other Opposition in Sight. The ILLUMINATI will UNITE with ANYTHING! Even SDA. Ever since FROOM=WILSON ENGINEERED it in 1973."And their "MAXWELL BOOK!" that denies EVERYTHING the SOP ever taught. So-called "ADVENTISTS!" loved it: 1970 to 1980. Given away FREE by the ILLUMINATI via the 2 largest SDA Telecast Programmes. Still sold by TUCKER tucking them to sleep with that Bed-Time Story for 75¢.

(4) Wet-behind-the-Ears SDA KID.= BRINSMEAD and his Over-Lords=2 ANGLO-CATHOLIC PRIESTS= Paxton and GOLDSWORTHY plus JARNES= DURST=quoting F.F.BRUCE as the SUPREME AUTHORITY in 'VERDICT.' F.F.BRUCE = F.F.BRUCE = F.F.BRUCE! Some who KNOW this = but will NEVER MENTION IT!

(5) F.F.BRUCE = "EVANGELICA"=June, November, 1981.

(6) F.F.BRUCE = "GOOD NEWS UNLIMITED"=August 1981.

(7) F.F.BRUCE = to Top=it=All! Defenders of a Legend=its implicit Tenents=the entrenched Position=what they even started to believe themselves=SDA MINISTRY-MAGAZINE=Sept., Dec.1981="PAULINE STUDIES"=ERDMAN'S="SOLID FARE FOR ALL SERIOUS Students of PAUL"=you MUST have this in your Library=$19.95.p.32. (Book by F.F.BRUCE!)

(8) F.F.BRUCE = HMS RICHARDS=the Scion of Adventism=had no Time for the SOP=but DEFIED what ELLEN WHITE WROTE= NOT to spend MONEY for that which is not BREAD. "...accumulate LARGE VOLUMES of historical and THEOLOGICAL writings. They SUPPOSE that the study of these works will be a great advantage to them in learning how to reach the people. This is an ERROR...Why spend MONEY for that which is not BREAD? ...

AMBITION...PHILOSOPHERS...THEOLOGIANS...
A DESIRE to present Christianity to the people in "LEARNED TERMS!" T8:307. 1904.
"WADE THROUGH the MASS of ERROR...the works of PAGANS and INFIDELS, for the sake of a few "INTELLECTUAL TRUTHS" when all TRUTH is at our Command...MINGLES the PRECIOUS with the VILE...the Teachings of PAGANS, ATHEISTS, and INFIDELS!" T8:306.

HMSR and GROTHEER=go by URIAH SMITH=so does "REFORM"=URIAH SMITH went by CATHOLIC GIBBONS. THE SKEPTIC=if EGW did(?) say something good about a PORTION of what URIAH SMITH WROTE=(as she did about many others)=does that mean she subscribed to EVERYTHING they EVER would WRITE? So that we take THEM and set her aside? Let's have some SENSE! "GIBBON the SKEPTIC...rallied under the Banner of SATAN.""="IS A CURSE to the possessor and to all who come within the Circle of its influence." T4:520.
"BEFOGGED in SKEPTICISM, the minds of those who DOUBT are left to beat on the ROCKS of INFIDELITY!" FCE 330.
"The literature placed in our Schools, written by INFIDELS...so-called WISE MEN...the MASS of TRADITION!"...
"When the TEST and TRIAL comes...there will be APOSTASIES. TRAITORS, HEADY, HIGH-MINDED and SELF-SUFFICIENT MEN will turn from the TRUTH, making SHIPWRECK of their Faith...They have a FORM of "GODLINESS:" FCE 407, 460. "They have PARTED with the Holy Spirit." FCE 536.
"There will be a HARVEST for his reaping in the very Institutions established by the funds of God's people for the advancement of His work. It will result in sending forth to the World, in place of Christian workers, a COMPANY of EDUCATED INFIDELS!" T7:167. "EDUCATED DUNCES!" FCE 44,536. Magen + Spaulding 443. TM 106.

HMSR

"RICHARDS...part of the reading before breakfast may include COMMENTARIES, especially the OLDER ONES by... SCHOLARLY=CONSERVATIVE=LOYAL...He also likes more recent THEOLOGIANS like F.F.BRUCE...CLEAR and WELL-REASONED...CLARITY is SUPREME to me...PLATO and ARISTOTLE are not Strangers to him." p.40,41. Vol. 13, Number 1. "SPECTRUM." September 1982.

ADMITTEDLY united with FROOM and ANDERSON in giving "MINISTERIAL CREDITS" to any MINISTER who will WALLOW in the MIRE of the "SEWERS"(FCE 435)="You turned to COMMON SWERS!"="TEACHING for Doctrines the COMMANDMENTS of MEN!"="TRADITION!"=FCE 438-9. "THE CONTEST IS between the COMMANDMENTS of GOD and the COMMANDMENTS of MEN!" T5:81. "AND THAT CHURCH will DISCARD the MESSAGE the Lord has sent...MANY in OUR PULPITS with the TORCH of
FALSE (VOP) PROPHECY in their hands, kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409. (And 50 more!) AA 535. EV 361.

This should be MORE than ENOUGH to PROVE the FACT that the "CONFEDERACY" of EVIL = the TRUSTEES that CANNOT = BE = TRUSTED! TM 361, 356, 146, 388, 376, 106. ELLEN WHITE had a RUNNING BATTLE with them right from the Beginning = she PREDICTED how they would END = in a "CONFEDERACY!" with SPURGEON = BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM and now = F.F. BRUCE! TM 461-463; 342; 348, 354, T8:150. Loudly screaming that anyone has a "DEVIL!" = who does not pay TITHE to THEM! Can you be SAVED out of that Church? RICHARDS answered that Question = Yes = if you can swim the English Channel with a LOGGING CHAIN around your Neck! AT THE SAME TIME = they allow the Mighty Princes of BABYLON = are:"SAVED!"

AS MARTIN lately said and may or is writing a Book on it = when are the Adventist Leaders going to STOP talking out of BOTH SIDES OF THEIR MOUTH? I believe we have the BIGGEST SET OF LIARS = that there are in this World = PAY GOD'S TITHE TO THEM = The "AWAKENING!" CULT = have ABducted their RIGHT to LEAD = when they say = send God's TITHE to the: "DUMB DOGS!" = slated for DESTRUCTION = T5:211-2. If that is the way they feel = they have NO RIGHT but to SHUT DOWN their LOUD-SPEAKERS. They have NO RIGHT to say ANOTHER WORD! If ADVENTISTS are = what Sr. White calls them: "DECOYS OF SATAN!" = TM 474. (See INDEX = this is found under:"SNARES OF SATAN!" = the 4 pages LEFT OUT OF ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337-40.

Also 51, 53, 55, 58; ST 4:77; T3:449. EW 105; RH A1:405.

We owe NO ALLEGIANCE to:"DECOYS OF SATAN!" "A COMPANION of FOOLS will be DESTROYED! . . . DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT!" Prov. 13:20, 23.

THE LEADERS

scream for:"UNITY!" = but here is something that will STOP them in their TRACKS:

(1) Is there a 10 VIRGIN PARABLE?
(2) Is this the LAST CHURCH = as the "DOOR IS SHUT!?"
(3) Is there a "SHAKING = SEPARATION!" = among WISE and FOOLISH?
(4) Does the "GOLD" separate leaving only DROSS? T5:81:
(5) Leaving only "SCUM!" Eze. 24:12, 6. 22:18, 30.
(6) Did not CHRIST HIMSELF SAY:"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

Matt. 25:6. COL 406. What does that Mean? Does that Mean:
(7) The Church will go to the:"DUMB DOGS!" = T5:211-2.
(8) And be DESTROYED with ALL who listen to them! T5:211.

"Cast not that which is HOLY = to the DOGS!"
Dear Sr. Lewis:

Yes, we should search for a better Reply to the CRAZY Adventist Religion of 1983:

"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!"

ACT (1)= Sheep fall prey to "ANTHRAX"=the only Cure is to shoot them all=bury them=do not touch the Meat.

ACT (2)= Unscrupulous quick'y butcher the diseased Sheep, and sell the Meat to a whole Community=who start to Die.

ACT (3)= Doctor sends Telegram for Food and Medical Supplies to Big City. Supplies dangerously low.

ACT (4)= Emergency Wagon trip by 2 men to meet Train.

ACT (5)= Hold-up man Hi-jacks Wagon.

ACT (6)= Many precious Souls start to Die and go Blind.

ACT (7)= Innocent Community=mostly Children=pay the Price for unscrupulous-unmerciful Tyrants from Start to Finish. (SAME as in LEBANON.) What should be done to the GUILTY?

ACT (8)= This is supposed to be an "ELIJAH MESSAGE"=he had the "RIGHT SPIRIT!"=so did PHINEHAS with BALAAM:PP 454-461. CHURCH-LEADERS do not like that REMEDY.

ACT (9)= So the SIMPERING EFFEMINATE serve their Itching Ears = MIKE CLUTE=FRED WRIGHT=HUEBACH of WALLA WALLA= LEWIS of KEENE COLLEGE, TEXAS=YOUG MAXWELL of LLU=under the UMBRELLA of the HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, DC=preach the all-new "TALMUD" god. This god of this New School of Adventists=sentimental Adventists=bleeding heart Adventists=soft-in-the-head Adventists=stupid, unfeeling Adventists=his SCORPION CULT OF THE DAMNED = envision a 'god' that is too "KIND"=(or too WEAK and SAPPY)=to do anything about it. So CRIME takes over. The only Relief they promise us is from SATAN=he might "DESTROY"-them! Only my Books say: "SATAN...desired them to LIVE to PRACTISE their ABOMINATIONS, and CONTINUE their REBELLION!" PP 99. No, SATAN is not going to DESTROY them=not even during the 1,000 Years! "WICKED men are SURROUNDED=INFLUENCED=and AIDED by EVIL SPIRITS!" T5:199."SEDUCED!"= does not mean: "DESTROY!"= "SATAN::.HEALS the DISEASES.."

GC 624. "These WORKS of APPARENT HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST!" SM 2:53.

ACT (10)= No, SATAN is not going to CLEAN UP this World by "DESTROYING" them=there has to be some OTHER SOLUTION. He makes their head REEL like a DRUNK=IMAGINING that "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY"=is "NEW LIGHT!"And make away with GOD'S TITHE for this in SDA CAMPMEETINGS from COAST to COAST! Would to God that they had a few more DAVENPORTS! To WRECK them COMPLETELY! Or else God will have to do it as He did in Old Jerusalem. "NOT ONE STONE shall remain on another!" This is to be REPEATED in THIS CHURCH! PK 417. T8:67,133-4,96,127. T4:167.T5:211-2. -46-
I ADDED THIS THIS MORNING:

THE MENTALITY= of the "PRO-LIFERS" who eat Meat and use Lard and go by CATHOLIC ARCH-BISHOPS who advocate NUCLEAR WAR and other WARS = and also the TALMUDISTS in our midst who Preach = "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!"  

That is a Worm's-Eye View. To think that all LIFE is SACRED or DIVINE (In the Context that it suits them.) Something is happening on this Planet and in this Church. Something that is not seen in other WORLDS in the GREAT UNIVERSE of God. A=B=Z=  

(A)Fish eat Fish. Fish living on Fish.  
(B)Seals eat Fish. Getting fat on Fish.  
(C)Birds eat Fish. "FLY" under Water to get at Fish.  
(D)Wolves eat Mice. Wolves practically live on Mice.  
(E)Once in a while they turn and eat other things.  
(F)We could pursue this for 555 pages. Seeing Fish spawn in the spawning Season=lay their Eggs and Die = MILLIONS = BILLIONS. Who is Crying about it?  
(G)Every time you Step = every time you take a Drink of Water = TRILLIONS of BACTERIAL LIFE = is DEAD! What is the Answer? stop MOVING = stop DRINKING? End up in the PADDED CELL? Or realize that God is Teaching us something?  
(H)Looking at it from a WORM'S VIEW-POINT or from the MICE or FISH'S VIEW-POINT = it cannot be Understood.  
(I)But from HEAVEN'S VIEW-POINT the Lesson is: "SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST!"=WHOLESALE DEATH has never invaded the UNIVERSE=only here. This is a PROVING GROUND=a THEATRE to demonstrate a Point. LIFE is NOT to be taken for GRANTED. God can create unlimited LIFE. What good is LIFE = WITHOUT CHARACTER? Without recognition of the RIGHTS of OTHERS? Rather than be concerned with PRO-LIFE we should be concerned with PRO-CHARACTER. This God can use. He has NO USE for LIFE just for LIFE'S SAKE. He can create QUAIL to blot out the Sun = to pile up 10 feet Deep! He can fill the Earth with People=pack them in like Sardines=one to every square Yard. But what good would that be? He wants CARE=ATTENTION= LOVING=not computerized ZOMBIES. That means there must be a SPARK of THEIR OWN CREATION!  

CHARACTER

| DA 307 | "True CHARACTER is not shaped from WITHOUT = |
| DA 307 | "it RADIATES from WITHIN!" ANGELS AMAZED AT = |
| T7:16. | TRANSFORMATION OF...INCOMPREHENSIBLE... |
| TM 18 | MYSTERY to SATAN... |
| T5:143 | REVEALED by CHOICE of COMPANIONS. |
| COL 331 | CHOICE lies in WILL-POWER. IMPOSSIBLE IF... |
| PP 49 | MAN had no POWER of CHOICE. -47- |
MAN is not his own. He is bought with a Price. WISE and FOOLISH look the same. No difference: COL 4:8.
Then comes a SUDDEN "CRISIS!" "FACE to FACE with DEATH!"
Now a DIFFERENCE is seen. COL 408-412. THEY SEPARATE:
FOOLISH have no OIL. What is OIL? "OIL is the RIGHTEOUS-
NESS of Christ. It represents CHARACTER...the LIGHT of
TRUTH." TM 234-5. "THE GOLDEN OIL...HIS SPIRIT." COL 408.
THE HOLY SPIRIT

CHARACTER cannot be built without the HOLY SPIRIT.
Christ "OBTAINS" something FOR US = AFTER THE CROSS!
"It is expedient for you that I go away: for if I go
NOT away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but if
I depart, I=WILL=SEND=HIM=UNT0=YOU. And when He is come,
He will REPROVE..." John 16:7,8.
The FROOM=ANDERSONS in their "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES".
Book = want NO HOLY SPIRIT = NO CHARACTER = NO OIL =
NO REPROOF! And in 1980=most Holy "PLACE!". The self-
confessed:"AWAKENING" found Christ in the:"OUTER COURT!"
Not in the SANCTUARY=AT=ALL! So did HARDINGE in the GC
SESSION=R&H June 19,1970. p.9,10. As a REWARD=WILSON el-
evated him to DEAN of PHILIPPINE SEMINARY. R&H Nov. 22,
1979.p.17. TIME MARCHES ON! 1983=HUDSON wants to BRING
BACK the Worship OUTSIDE of the SANCTUARY! And then CAT-
ERWAUL about "FORD!" They denied the SANCTUARY before
FORD=WAS=BORNE! "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE", which shows
the way INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE. I saw that as the JEWS
CRUCIFIED JESUS, so the NOMINAL(by NAME ONLY!) NOMINAL
CHURCHES had CRUCIFIED these Messages...they offer up
their USELESS PRAYERS to the apartment which Jesus has
LEFT; and SATAN = PLEASED with the DECEPTION...leads...
with his POWER=SIGNS=WONDERS=, to fasten them in his
SNARE!" EW 261,78,56,273,277...T3:213. SG 1:171-2,190-1.
THE HOLY SPIRIT = the OIL = the CHARACTER=BUILDING RE-
LECTED = the SPIRIT is WITHDRAWN from the EARTH. The
TRASH they now Win ="for the BURNING!" T1:180. "...for
ye compass SEA and LAND(even to MANILA)=to make one
PROSELYTE, and when he is made, ye make him TWO FOLD MORE
the child of Hell than yourselves!" Matt.23:15.
Just look at the "LANGUAGE" there! 6 Times or more:
"WOE unto YOU! SCRIBES and PHARISEES!"="Ye SERPENTS,
ye GENERATION of VIPERS="="YOUR HOUSE is left unto you
DESOLATE!" "Ye FOOLS and BLIND!"="HYPOCRITES!"
These 1983 Laodicean FOOLS = a "WOE" on all who PAY TITHE
to them, or tell OTHERS to pay them TITHE! T1:261-2. To
be used for:"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" "SATAN would trans-
form himself into an Angel of LIGHT!" 2 Cor.11:14. 2 Thess.
2:9,10. You want the BIBLE? This is the BIBLE! -48-
(J) Our people were Master-Farmers. We had an "ILLUSTRATION STATION!"—like a small "EXPERIMENTAL FARM" run by the Government to show others how to Farm. Of some 200 or 300 such Stations throughout North America we had the HIGHEST YIELD for WHEAT—YEAR after YEAR of any other Station in North America. We did not plant by the Moon. But by SOIL and WEATHER conditions.

(K) If you want the BEST = you have to plant the BEST. So God cleaned up the Plant by a FLOOD and made a NEW START by planting 8 New Souls. He intends to keep that up until "...the Figures reach a CERTAIN AMOUNT which God has FIXED the ministration of His WRATH COMMENCES. The Account is CLOSED...no more pleading of Mercy... The CRISIS is fast approaching...the LITTLE COMPANY who are standing in the LIGHT will be SIGHING and CRYING for the ABOMINATIONS... DECEPTION of almost every kind are in the Church... THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK... ALL=PERISH=TOGETHER!"

T5:208-211. RH A2:105. A5:238, 242, 386. TM 182, DA 635.

(L) If SHEEP get ANTHRAX if CATTLE get HOOF- and MOUTH-DISEASE you have to SHOOT them and BURY them do not touch them. As the Lord did in SODOM and GOMORRAH. This is NOT a WASTE. It is a SAVING from GOING=TO=WASTE! Turn a HOPELESS situation into some HOPE. Too many Preachers today taught by the present Leaders=have HOOF- and MOUTH-DISEASE.

(M) Man goes around BAWLING at the "LOSS!" This is no LOSS. It is a GAIN. No good can come about by keeping SCRUB STOCK. They EAT as much as PURE-BREDS: "CHAFF like a cloud will be borne away on the WIND...men of LEARNING and POSITION...SEPARATED from God, yielded to the INFLUENCE of the World, and the Lord REJECTED THEM...He will raise up...FAITHFUL WATCHMEN will be heard: "Go ye OUT—go ye OUT of the midst of Her...THE CHURCH WILL BE WEIGHED in the Balances of the SANCTUARY." T5:81-83.

"...their WORKS denied their FAITH...all their "PROFESSION" was of no more value than CHAFF which would be devoted to the FIRE of DESTRUCTION...especially is this the DANGER of those living near the CLOSE of TIME...if they SHUT=THEIR=EYES...as did the JEWS...The Lord will give them up to BLINDNESS." SOP 2:51-53.

(N) Many others are standing ready to take our Place if we are not Faithful. It is Time to speak PLAINLY.

(O) In the Olden Days with OUT-HOUSES=some were a SEETHING MASS of MAGGOTS=MILLIONS of FLIES BREEDING. If the MESS is cleaned out=dig Trenches and BURY them=anyone going to stand there and CRY? or would it be only NATURAL and SANE=to REJOICE! This is the Lesson God is trying to Teach us and the whole LIMITLESS UNIVERSE who are looking on. When BABYLON gets:"DOUBLE!"
"REJOICE over her, thou Heaven, and ye Holy Apostles and Prophets; for God hath AVENGED you on her!" Rev. 18:20. Now they are about to do it again.

(P) what is the attitude of the WICKED when they see the Traffic in BABYLON come to an END? "These have ONE MIND... These shall make WAR with the Lamb, and the Lamb shall overcome them... And I heard another Voice from Heaven, saying, "Come OUT of her, My people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of her PLAGUES... according to her WORKS... fill to her DOUBLE!... DEATH, and MOURNING, and FAMINE... And the KINGS of the Earth (and all who want that God should NOT DESTROY! but want that TRAFFIC to CONTINUE!)... shall BEWAIL her, and LAMENT for her, when they shall see the SMOKE of her BURNING!" Rev. 17:13, 14, 18:4, 6, 8, 9.

There you have the attitude of the INCORRIGIBLE=they WAIL and LAMENT and think that GOD=SHOULD=NOT=DESTROY= they want to PERPETUATE SIN=SORROW=CRYING=EVIL=TRAFFIC= But what is the ATTITUDE of GOD'S PEOPLE? "Thus with VIOLENCE shall that great City BABYLON be thrown DOWN! and shall be found no more at all!" = "REJOICE over her, thou Heaven, and ye Holy Apostles and Prophets; for God hath AVENGED you on her!" Rev. 18:21, 20.

EVEN BEFORE IT HAPPENS

the Class called: "THE WICKED"=lament and weep for her, they think ALL=LIFE=IS=SACRED= this will take over the Whole World on that DEVIL'S "UNIVERSALISM" TRAIN=EW 88, 263. WANTING=ALL=TO=BE=SAVED! But the only LIFE precious to God and His Saints is those who have 0IL=CHARACTER=HOLY SPIRIT="And I looked, and, Lo, a LAMB stood on the Mount Sion, and with Him 144,000 having his Father's NAME in their FOREHEADS (PHILADELPHIANS ALL! Rev. 3:12) ... And the THIRD ANGEL followed... "HERE are they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God, and the Faith of Jesus," Rev. 14:1, 9, 12. "REJOICE!" Rev. 18:20. (That you came APART and were SEPARATE!) (SHOWED them ALL their ABOMINATIONS=even the ABOMINATION of taking on 10 NEW MONEY- LOSING HOSPITALS=just as the PESTENICES and PLAGUES will have them TRAPPED=as in Old Jerusalem. The Saints will FLEE! This is the true Story. "LEAVE THEM!"

Let them keep their WRIGHTS=and WRONGS=and CLUTES=and FROOMS and WILSONS and HARDINGS and HSMR's! "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T 5:211-2. "THE OMEGA... "MEET IT!" SM 1:204-5. (Q) ADD to this List until you come to the END of the ALPHABET = and the END of that CHURCH. Go through the REVELATIONS and MARK how often you find they will be "JUDGED" according to their "WORKS!"
The CONVENANT or what has become known as the "ABRAHAMIC COVENANT" was the Pledge of God to go before them as He did at the RED SEA to Open the Way for them to DROWN their ENEMIES in the RED SEA or BURN them up as God promised ABRAHAM in SODOM and GOMORRAH to PRESERVE a SEED of RIGHT-EOUSNESS.

ON CONDITION

The BLESSINGS on their Goings in and on their Comings out the FRUIT of their BODIES = STOCK = LAND = would be ON CONDITION that they KEEP the WAY of the Lord, and learn NOT the Ways of the HEATHEN round about.

MORE WORDS

were used for the CURSINGS than for the BLESSINGS = but the PRIESTS = RABBIS = PHARISEES = SCRIBES = LAWYERS = SADDUCEES = GLORIED in the "BLESSINGS" = but IGNORED the "CURSINGS" = as JONES in 1893 wanted: "WORKS amounted to NOTHING, that there were NO CONDITIONS!" SM 1:377. As the CHURCHES of TODAY = they want the "GOSPEL" of: "FAITH WITHOUT WORKS!" = the GRAND "COUNTERFEIT" = "PREJUDICE" = "ENSNARING DOCTRINE" = of FAITH and GRACE "ALONE!" GC 471-2: (300-1) SC 60-1.

THE BIG 3

FROOM = RICHARDS = WILSON = (KD + A) = of this Commune = wanted that in "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!" p. 619 = they wanted the Teachings of the CHARISMATIC "HOLINESS" CULT = p. 320-2. (See PAXTON 95) also the Religion of WAGGONER p. 65 (PAXTON) = the ENTIRE FROOM = WILSON BOOK CLAMORED for the Religion of the "MAJOR-ITY!" = they would have no TRUCK with any "MINORITY VIEW!" = MARK = how many Times you can find that from one End of the Book to the other. Made into a DOGMA by the MAN who RAIL-ROADED the Most Holy "PLACE" OUT of their DECLARATION OF FAITH = (Send for PUBLICATION #493 Dec. 13, 1980) and the SAME "HAMMILL" steps out of his Coffin to give us the DOGMA of going by the "MAJORITY!" R & H Jan. 13, 1983. p. 8.

THE FATAL DECEPTION

Lives there an Adventist with Soul so Dead = he does not know this is in the Testimonies: "THE GREAT PROPORTION... will prove to be BASE METAL... when the MAJORITY forsake us... this will be our TEST!" T5:136.

"When the TEST of FIERY TRIAL comes, a GREAT PROPORTION of those who PROFESS will show that their Religion was HOLLOW FORMALISM. " RH A1:297 - Nov. 29, 1881. Ev. 361. T1:608-9. Yet the HIERARCHY will PEDDLE that Religion = and no one OBJECTS! It is a SHAME! "My Message to you is: NO longer consent to LISTEN without PROTEST to the PERVERSION of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES... "Be not deceived, MANY will DEPART from the FAITH... The OMEGA will be of a STARTLING nature." SM 1:196-7.
ABRAHAM

ABRAHAM was declared "RIGHTOUS" because he was willing to Sacrifice his own Son=(as did God)=was willing to Sacrifice Sodom and Gomorrah if 10 Righteous souls were NOT found therein. (What a DIFFERENCE! to the EFFEMINATE MAUD- LIN PREACHERS of Today! and their PERVERTED "LOVE!!" even "UNLIMITED!!"=a BLASPHEMY. Leaders of the "FLOCKS and HERDS"=OUTSIDE of the Ark = OUTSIDE of the Most Holy PLACE." Ministering to HOMOS and LESBIANS. HIRING "SEX WITHOUT SHAME"=ALYNE YATES=to Teach the 10 Virgin Class at LLU. Expand her TEL AVIV MINISTRY to the whole Nation of Canada over CBC-TV. These are the SONS or DAUGHTERS of "ABRAHAM?"And desire the BLESSING of ABRAHAM? When over 85% are AVOWED ATHEISTS=RED BOLSHEVIKS. As history is Repeated the Message to those in that Land is to "FLEE!!"=for your Lives="OUT!!" of that UNHOLY CITY.

1) OUT of the LITERAL CITY of JERUSALEM.
2) OUT of the spiritual "JERUSALEM"=the apostate CHURCH. BOTH are coming to "RUIN!!"=because their High-Priests are AGAIN egging them on to commit NATIONAL SUICIDE.

And it is about only the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" that is telling them that. "The SAME DECEPTIONS practised prior to the DESTRUCTION of JERUSALEM will again be practised. the SAME EVENTS that took place at the overthrow of JERUSALEM will take place again...NATION shall rise against NATION...FAMINES=PESTILENCES=EARTHQUAKES...All these are the BEGINNING of SORROWS." As the RABBIS see these SIGNS. = = = = = = = = = = "AS THE RABBIS SEE THESE SIGNS" = = = = = = =

we PAUSE for some History. Known by very FEW:

1)A large number of "EVANGELICAL" Churches confabbed together, instead of sending MISSIONARIES from each one = to perhaps COMPETE and "SHEEP-STEAL" from each other=we will accomplish MORE if we pick the RIGHT LEADER to TEACH "SCHOOLS OF MINISTRY!!="GOD'S ARMY"="A NEW RHYTHM=ANOINTING=MIRACLE LIVING!!=

2) The man they chose=NEW JERSEY JEW=MORRIS CERULLO=set up "PARTNERS IN PROPHECY" SCHOOLS. PAID THEM $150.00 each if they would come. In some Countries that would be INCOME for a WHOLE YEAR! They came in DROVES. That is how FTW worked it in AFRICA=PAY=THEM=TO=COME!! FEED THEM. Send them Home with a Bag of CORN=GRAIN=RIE or whatever. You could win the whole of AFRICA that way. They will FLOCK in DROVES to that kind of "CHRISTIANITY." For the LOAVES and FISHES. FREE TREATMENTS. FREE FOOD. FREE BEDS. (3)They will go Home=no more "CONVERTED" than when they came. Except they may be able to jabber some "EVANGELICAL" JARGON=such as:"I AM SAVED!"="HALLELUJAH BROTHER!"="LOVE!!" (Mixed with:"HELL=TORMENT=UNENDING!!")

-52-
(4) THE ADVENTIST CHURCH co-operated with this "HOLINESS CHARISMATIC "TONGUES" and "HEALING" = "THRUST"!# to win Support = MORRIS CERULLO is AIDED and ABETTED by Seventh-day Adventists granting him COPYRIGHTS to their URIAH SMITH=D+R=BIBLE READINGS=views of "PROPHECY" and RIGHTS to their ARTISTS CONCEPTIONS of BIBLE "BEASTS."

(5) FROM- WILSON in their JOINT BOOK="MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" p.320-322 ADVERTISE to the World that these "CHARISMATICS" are AHEAD of us in the "ETERNAL VERITIES" of the "GOSPEL!" This was picked up and BROADCAST in the PAXTON BOOK p.69, 74,75,95. The Adventist sell-out to the Holy-Rollers=as they did in "HOLY FLESH"=1900=which was PREDICTED to come again just as Probation's Door is about to Close...SM 2: 31-39,17. Ev.595. RH A1:194. A2:85,120,233,245,254,609. This is where CANRIGHT=BALLENGER=CONRADJ=JONES=WAGGNER= and many others = fell.

(6) We could have seen their "DEBT" to the HOLINESS MOVEMENT if we had Watched the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE and the RECOMMENDATIONS in ISSUE after ISSUE by LOUISE KLEUSER=ROY A. ANDERSON=for BOOK after BOOK by the POWER=POX CULT and climaxing in the ANDERSON=HOFFMAN 1976 Book="ALL EYES ON ISRAEL"=$2.95=HARVEST PRESS, Fort Worth, Texas. 76105. In which some one by the Name of "MRS. E.G.WHITE" says the JEWS of TEL AVIV will WIN!. This Book UNDERWRITTEN by HMSR. So they are away to the Races with the OTHER CHURCHES = as their AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION="IN COMMON" with BABYLON. As FRITZ ALSETH says: "Don't call the church BABYLON. We say...it is FAR WORSE THAN BABYLON!" R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20

(7) DOCUMENTED EVIDENCE that they are that: "BLOODY CITY!"=a "WOE!!"=pronounced on them for EGGING the COUNTERFEIT STATE OF ISRAEL on to NATIONAL SUICIDE=and the USA in the Bargain THIS they LIFTED OUT of your GC 592 but find it in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 410. BC 7:976-7. To HIDE this EVIDENCE some ZIONIST also took-OUT of DA-628-9 the Word:"THE JEWISH PEOPLE..." Switched that to: "THE PEOPLE..."=VAGUE=MEANINGLESS=the Living Testimony CRUCIFIED AFRESH! As they did also with: EW 269. LEFT OUT:"THE PEOPLE OF GOD"=from RH A1:32. T1:179. The R&H BUTCHER SHOP has been working OVERTIME. I wonder if that will keep it from HAPPENING? Now to carry on with that TESTIMONY=did she say the ZIONISTS would WIN? =)

"As the RABBIS see these SIGNS, Christ said, they will declare that they are God's JUDGMENTS on the Nations for holding "HIS CHOSEN PEOPLE" in Bondage...

ELLEN WHITE WRITES:
"As the RABBIS see these SIGNS...They will say that these SIGNS are the tokens of the advent of the Messiah. BE NOT DECEIVED; they are the BEGINNING of HIS JUDGMENTS. The Jewish people have looked to themselves. They have NOT REPENTED and been CONVERTED, that I should heal THEM. The SIGNS that they argue as their release from Bondage are SIGNS of their DESTRUCTION." RH A3:632. Dec.13,1898.

Now that you know what the ORIGINAL said=now you can UNDERSTAND DA 628-9.
That says the SAME THING. "THE END[of the Jewish NATION as a NATION]..." DA 628. (Written BEFORE there WAS a JEWISH NATION!) And perhaps the REASON WHY they thought they had to "CORRECT" this obvious BLUNDER.

CONCLUSION
This is NOT the END of her PREDICTIONS concerning the Fate of the Jews, a lone Voice predicting the END of the JEWS=as HISTORY=IS=REPEATED. See also RH A3:633,336-8, 343-4. DA 387. T5:753. RH A4:156. DA 635,739. EW 74-5. RH A1:11. Nov.1850. PT 87.
There are OTHERS who see NO INHERENT "HOLINESS" in a people or a Nation that boasts the LARGEST SMALL ARMS and AMMUNITION FACTORY on the Face of this Earth=who advertise they will Sell to ANYBODY="NO QUESTIONS ASKED!!" 4WOE to the BLOODY CITY!" (And the BLOODY SDA LEADERS that SUPPORT them. How many of the "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY" CULT= are JEWS that go by the TALMUD? Did you look at their NAMES? Knowing also that they CHANGE their NAMES. ILLUMINATI. INTERNATIONAL FINANCE that PLUNGE the WORLD into WORLD WARS and MURDEROUS DEPRESSIONS.RELIGIOUS LEADERS = Morris Cerullo=Roy A. Anderson=Religious TYRANTS advocate WAR=BLOODSHED=REVOLUTION=the Peasants believe SEDDING OF BLOOD is necessary when it comes from the Lips of BLACK-ROBED RABBI or other PRIESTS.Or egged on by the "MORAL MAJORITY"=or "CHRISTIAN FALANGISTS"=doing the bidding of MORALLY BANKRUPT "CLERGY." "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" "to defend our Church's SACRED RIGHTS!" They may not go through the RITUAL of SPRINKLING the SOLDIERS and the GUNS with "HOLY WATER"=but they do the SAME or WORSE when the SEMINARY ANDERSONS and the "VOICELESS PROPHECY" conspire together to AGITATE the EXPLOSIVE MIDDLE EAST= many "FALSE PROPHETS" in Adventist Pulpits with the HMR= RAA TORCH OF SATAN in their hands=kindled from their SATANIC MAJESTY=TM 409. Ready to light the Fuse to set the World on FIRE. As CONRADI went to the KIASTER before the First World War started=you can DEPEND on the Seventh-day Adventist CHURCH! So also WILSON =
let REAGAN=CATHOLIC HAIG KNOW-you can DEPEND on the SDA CHURCH! No matter what your Plans.

RELIGIOUS JEWS

saw the Danger. Run=away Best-Seller:"NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY!" GARY ALLEN = LARRY ABRAHAM = Religious Jews="ALL=WILL=BE=UNMASKED!" GC 606. CONCORD PRESS, PO Box 2686, Seal Beach, CA 90740. Quickly followed by "LIFE" who REALLY STARTED the 2 World Wars? "LUSITANIA" Edition of LIFE = Oct.13, 1972=SOUVENIR COPIES for $3.00. "TIME and LIFE" Building, Chicago, 111. 60611. Go over those articles Inch by Inch. We owe these Religious Jews a great Debt = for this EXPOSE. This is "LIGHT!" 1884 GC 421-430. This is Rev.18. It was the Angel of Rev.18 that the Adventists REJECTED in 1886=and when He comes again=they will REJECT Him again. They will not even know what the Message is. TM 300,507.

They will be too busy PREACHING the MORRIS CERULLO "OMEGA" Message= "To ISRAEL with LOVE!" p.20. EVERY JEW IN ISRAEL will receive that JOINT FALSE PROPHET MESSAGE. "GOD'S ARMY IS MARCHING!"

"JERUSALEM COUNTDOWN"=JAN.=FEB. 1982 MAGAZINE=announced to the World=they are going over to "VERDICT" (BRINSMEAD)=former SABBATARIANS. Now go with HMSC=by GRACE + FAITH = "ALONE!"

NEWS: NOTE:
R&H.June 30, 1977. p.21=SDA and JEWS celebrate "PASSOVER." (Plus the CRUCIFIXION? Was that not the same Time?)
SDA MINISTRY. Feb.1983. p.15. What does the TALMUD teach?
(Nice people. With such "FRIENDS"=who needs ENEMIES?)

Will the EFFEMINATE NAMBY-PAMBIES of ANDREWS give this WARNING? Bringing the World to the BRINK of WORLD WAR (3). The ONE-WORLDERS and BRITISH FABIAN SOCIETY=backing the proud "NEW THEOLOGY!"=need no JESUITS to help the ROTHSCILDS. Although they take in ANYBODY! even ADVENTISTS. This is not Religion = this is POLITICS. WAR=MONGERING.

READ THOSE BEST-SELLER BOOKS! To get a Glimpse of the FUTURE. "SPIRITUAL BLINDNESS!...leavening the Church. You are FOLLOWING the SAME PATH as did Ancient Israel. There is the SAME= FALLING=AWAY...But FEW know what our Churches are to experience...are DEAD SPIRITUALLY...the DESTROYERS are already TRAINING...and with the Voice of the FALSE PROPHET(HMSC) cry, "PEACE, PEACE!" T5:76-7. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. "MINGLING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these Last Days...He will DESTROY= BOTH=CLASSES=TOGETHER!" FCE 482. T2:595. T1:283. T5:103. TM 275.
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FOR MANY A YEAR — Adventists sit on the Boards—pay DUES to the Boards= Aid and Abett=WCC and NCC influencing WORLD REVOLUTION=as EXPOSED by CARL McINTIRE in "CHRISTIAN BEACON"= Feb. 17, 1983. Haddon and Irvin Ave. COLLINGS- WOOD, N.J. 08108. (Also Feb. 3 = Feb. 10 = 1983.) 50c each. CHRISTIAN WAR-MONGERS for 35 Years helping TERRORISM around the World. No Wonder you hear LITTLE or NOTHING in SDA Publications! They AID and ABET the RED NIHILIST FORCES. WHO EXPOSED THIS? Some hated "OFFSHOOT" such as GERMAN REFORM? Not a Chance! It was the "READER'S DI- GEST!"=January 1983. "NEW YORK TIMES"=Feb. 15, 1983. NBS. WCC-led by a BIG BLACK. NCC-justify "LIBERATION!". SDA- make common cause with NEW-JERSEY ITALIAN JEW=MORRIS CERULLO=to agitate ZIONISTS in their BLOOD-THIRSTY DRIVE to take over the World. Ever since the Days of Christ. Led by "MORAL MAJORITY"="EVANGELICALS"="VOICE OF PROPH- ECY" HMSC= elevates the RED BANNER OF ZIONISM! In the name of EGW! I hope we have set the Record straight.

"Many FALSE MESSIAHS will appear, CLAIMING...that the TIME of the deliverance of the JEWISH NATION has come. These will MISLEAD MANY. (By CHARISMATIC "MIRACLES!" by MORRIS CERULLO!)=(SDA soon to FOLLOW! WILSON and his JACKALS (COUNT THEM!) are BARKING for it in the MANILA DESERT—R&H Nov. 18, 1982.p.4. POWER! POWER! POWER! As they did in their DUNKIRK of "KEY '73.")

"THESE will MISLEAD MANY...but the END[of the JEWISH NATION as a NATION] is not yet...FAMINES=PESTILENCES=EARTHQUAKES...are the BEGINNING of Sorrows." Christ said, As the RABBIS see these SIGNS...They will declare that THESE SIGNS (CHARISMATIC HEALINGS) are the token of the Advent of the Messiah. BE NOT DECEIVED; they are the BEGINNING of His JUDGMENTS. The (JEWISH—RH A3: 632-3) people have looked to themselves. They have not repented and been converted that I should HEAL THEM. (So obviously these "HEALINGS" are by another Power.) The SIGNS that they represent as tokens of their release from BONDAGE = are SIGNS of their DESTRUCTION!" DA 628-9.

NOW we will SEE = WHO believes the SOP = or WHO does NOT! While the WORLD is facing ATOMIC HOLOCAUST SELF- SUICIDE ANNIHILATION=these people are dealing in SIDE-ISSUES = about the "NATURE" of Christ! Was He ALL-GOD or ALL-MAN? Or was He BOTH? And Round and Round they go! FLDDLING while ROME is ready to BURN! Do you get the Magazines="SPOTLIGHT"="AWAKE!"="PLAIN TRUTH!"=10 Times the TRUTH as you will find in the DEAD R&H=and the TWICE DEAD "REFORM BLATT!"= DEAD but not FORGOTTEN. -56-
In the Power-Play between FORD and WILSON=their RELIGION is the SAME. Neither one has any. Each will SWITCH as quick as a Flash! If it will gain him a Point, EW 123-5. Or if he THINKS it will. Like JUDAS. THIS IS PROVEN BY:

(1) What was the idea of giving FORD=6 months PAY=plus a COMMITTEE=plus Aided and Abetted by the WHITE ESTATE=to make a better Job of tearing the Third Angel's Message apart and feed it to the Wind? This was NOT the Action of anyone that had any Respect for the "SPIRIT OF PROPHETY." The one was as big a Fake=as the other.

(2) Then pass a "DECLARATION OF FAITH"=right up FORD'S ALLEY! All the 1844 SANCTUARY TRUTHS right out the Window. By the Conspiracy and Confederacy of WILSON=EVA=HAMMILL. As the PROPHET DANIEL PREDICTED= "A LITTLE HORN... WAXED GREAT... and the "PLACE!" of his SANCTUARY was cast DOWN... trodden under foot." Daniel 8:9-13. "They have cast FIRE into Thy SANCTUARY, they have DEFILED by CASTING DOWN the dwelling "PLACE!" of Thy Name to the ground!" Psa.74:7.

(3) Knowing full well that the DELUSIONS of BALLINGER caused MORE Adventists to LOSE FAITH in the SOP than anything else, especially the LIE of the:"SHUT DOOR!" Yet the HIRELINGS and WILSON LACKEYS=let PAAR take OATH he would NEVER be heard Preaching on the Sanctuary==and in the next Breathe= EGW had CONFUSED "VISIONS" about the "SHUT DOOR." The SAME Arguments as employed by FORD=BRINSMead=and NO "HIRELING" would/could "EXPLAIN" what is as clear as a LIGHT= in WTF 28. PAAR'S UNBELIEF was honored by making him "PRESIDENT" of the AUSTRALIAN DIVISION.

(4) Where FORD=REA=and others came and had a FIELD-DAY! NO OPPOSITION! The whole thing is MUSHROOMING! It was PLANNED!

(5) Then we had that MILLION $ SHOW="GLACIER VIEW!=and the FIRST-HAND LOOK at WILSON=IN=ACTION. FORD was not SISSY enough to FALL for it. Nor kiss the Garter of the HOLY SEE in WASHINGTON, D.C.

(6) Because of the IRRESPONSIBLE way of handling the FORD CASE=HUNDREDS=THOUSANDS=took FORD'S SIDE. Where he acted as "CHAPLAIN" later=it is said the people sent in over 1½ MILLION $'s for the FORD FUND!

(7) Then when they saw how the FORD STEAM-ROLLER was SWEEPING ON=they tried to make a DEAL with him. EVA reports this in R&H Feb.17, 1983. p.23. ALICE IN WONDERLAND COMEDY

Build up the STRAW-MAN = then try to knock him down! But they took on more than they could handle. The Wilson "WHIP!!" failed. THE SAME OFFER WAS MADE as at Glacier View. We have NO MORE USE for ELLEN WHITE than you have! But do as we do= HIDE IT! Do not come out in the OPEN WITH IT! -57-
WE ARE ONLY REVIEWING WHAT IS DOCUMENTED THROUGHOUT THIS RELEASE. Read and Mark=3 or 4 Times before you claim to have read it at all.

(8) PLEASE=PLEASE=PLEASE= FORD = do not Tear the Church apart! Let us make a DEAL! But FORD=like the Devil in Heaven=had a Taste of POWER! And SYMPATHY=and a rapidly increasing FOLLOWING.

(9) And after all=what is the DIFFERENCE? (see p. 42)=FROOM=WILSON called the Venerable Saint RICHARDS to do his Bit in their "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" Book p. 619, 620. BABYLON'S OWN BABY=rocked in the Cradle of "EVANGELICALISM"='I AM SAVED!'='By Faith ALONE!!' NO WORKS=EFFORT.

(10) TIMED=TO=PLEASE=FORD=BRINSMEAD=CRANDALL="NEW THEOLOGY"= SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE= FEB. 1983. p. 2. "FORD!!"=we let the World know = we cast our Hat in your Ring! We are CONSIDERING going the next Mile=again they call on the SPECTER of HMSN=like the WITCH of ENDOR. No worse.

BEAT=THE=DRUMS as VERDICT DID for a DECADE! With the ANGLO-CATHOLICS = "GRACE IN EACH ISSUE!" of MINISTRY!

(11) THE AWAKENING had such ROARING SUCCESS with this people with(A) JUSTIFICATION. by FAITH in the "OUTER COURT" (B) Faith ALONE! (C) No further "EFFORT!!" This went over BIG! ELLEN WHITE WAS OUT=OUT=OUT!

(12) So now let us hit: "GRACE"=not the "GRACE" of GC 506 = "GRACE" gives HOLY SPIRIT=POWER to "KEEP" the LAW: No, not that! We do not want THAT! Give us HMSN:"I could NEVER be SAVED by my WORKS!" This is the TUNE = this is the DANCE! This is what we want! MINISTRY=Feb. 1983.

NEWSPAPER RIGHT THERE! SAME PAGE: "Pastor RICHARDS wrote this letter shortly before suffering a serious STROKE!"

The Lord is Talking = are we Listening? MAXWELL writes that fake "MAN" Book=and Gurgles his Last. FROOM gears up to "KEY '73"=and RAMS his MOTORCYCLE against a BRICK WALL=found lying in the RUINS of his own Speculations. HMSN hands us "GRACE ALONE!"=to please the FORD=BRINSMEAD CULT of the DAMNED! and the STROKE did not hit him quite as HARD as the one NICHOLS SUFFERED when he THREATENED to take us to LAW=and ARTHUR WHITE the SAME as HMSN. One Foot in the Grave and the other Foot on a Banana Peel. Let the LAODICEAN "DRAGON"(T4:246)=pull in it's Horns or something WORSE than DAVENPORT will hit them.

REMEMBER=and never Forget="PEACE + SAFETY"="DUMB DOGS"=get it FIRST! T5:211-2. TO=BE=SEALLED: (Show them)="ALL their ABOMINATIONS"="that be done IN=THE=CHURCH!"="But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE!" T3:267. Eze.9. THE LAST MESSAGE:"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

COL 406. Matt. 25. This is the Truth. -58-
EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER:
3 Shut Doors of Probation:
(1) 11th Hour Men. COL 399.
(2) MIDNIGHT CRY to Laodiceans.
(3) LOUD CRY to World. COL 406.


PUBLICATE= Date + Number. (Inside.)
"These persons...such lofty expressions...a terrible power for evil!" LS 81.
"These are they who have once kept the Sabbath, and have given it up." LS 117. EW 37.
"Light has been set aside...your power is gone." LS 201-2. "Left in the rear!" LS 213.
"Confederacy...with unbelievers!" LS 321.
"In these last days!" LS 323, 328.